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"I've been working 30 years in this profession and there is
something that is not really clicking."

Area engineer offers different view of needs
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Armed with five degrees and
nearly 30 years of experience in
engineering, Dr. William Wells
of Mayfield began looking for a
job.
He is still looking.
In spite of recent media
accounts indicating there is an
urgent need for additional engineers, as well as engineering education in western Kentucky,
Wells is unconvinced.

"What is being said and done
are two different things," Wells
said. "Somebody is going to have
to convince me there is a need for
additional engineers. There's not
that much work here."
Wells specializes primarily in
environmental and energy-related
topics. He said he is interested in
consulting work.
While reading newspaper
accounts of the proposed engineering education program at
Paducah Community College, he

came across an interview with
five local employers who
expressed a need for engineers.
He wrote letters to those companies and then did a telephone
follow -up.
"Two individuals never
returned my telephone calls, a
third had his secretary tell me his
company had no need at this
time, a fourth told me his company might be hiring later this
year and the fifth said that someone may be in contact to discuss

Car owners across the state
were actually taxed too little in
1993, according to the Revenue
Cabinet's Department of Property
Taxation.
But, don't worry. The error has
been corrected.
Unfortunately, taxpayers will
see an increase in the value of
their vehicles this year.
Property Valuation Administrator Ronnie Jackson said the state
over estimated the depreciation
value of vehicles in 1993. Therefore, vehicles were assessed at
less than what they were actually
worth.
Jackson said the state has estimated that some vehicles, both
new and used, have actually
appreciated or only slightly
depreciated.
Vehicles are assessed accord-

occur."

Wells said he is very confused
that these companies had publicly
indicated a need for engineers,
yet he has seen no
advenisernents

"I've been working nearly 30 and doctoral degrees in physical
years in this profession and there
chemistry from the University ol
is something that is not really
Illinois.
clicking," he said. "I don't know
He obtained an additional mashow many annual job openings
ter's degree in chemical engineer ing from the University of South
arc being projected, but you
Carolina and a master's degree in
should at least be seeing some of
these ads.
business administration from the
"Instead, there are a lot of situUniversity of Tennessee at
ations wanted," he said. "There
Chattanooga.
just aren't a lot of jobs out
In addition, he is registered as
there."
a professional engineer in both
Wells received his engineering
Kentucky and South Carolina.
degree from the University of
Kentucky, followed by master's • See Page 2

MIDDLE SCHOOL MELODY

Error will make
auto values rise
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

possible work," he said.
"One of those who did not
return my call did have his personnel department send a letter
saying 'We will continue to bold
your application on file for one
year so that you may be considered should future openings

49%
4°4

ing to guidelines determined by
the National Automobile Dealers
Association — publisher of the
NADA Used Car Guide, better
known as the Blue Book.
Jackson said his office uses the
Blue Book to assess vehicles.
"All we do is value the cars,"
he said.
The state, however, computes
the numbers Jackson uses by citing what a car will be worth on
Jan. 1. In order to do this, the
state projects a vehicle's value
based on figures from November,
the latest available numbers that
can be used in order to start sending 1.37( bills in December.
A complicated process of estimation was used last year by the
state. It assumed relatively new
cars would depreciate 3.6 percent
in the last two months of the

By PAUL ALEXANDER
Associated Press Writer

II See Page 2

Lawmakers question
Medicaid numbers
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Questions abound from legislators
about some of the facts and figures used in Gov. Brereton
Jones' plan to cut Medicaid costs and still expand services.
Masten Childers, deputy secretary of the Cabinet for Human
Resources and commissioner of Medicaid, essentially asked
members of the Budget Review Subcommittee on Human
Resources to trust the administration for the answers.
"We ask that you give us, etn this demonstration project ...
the benefit of the doubt," Childers said Monday.
Childers said this is the first administration to acknowledge
widespread problems of management, fraud and abuse in the
S1.9 billion program.
But lawmakers are dubious about the claimed savings. House
Speaker Joe Clarke said late last week it was unlikely the
Medicaid expansion will be approved.
There are now about 525,000 Kentuckians who arc eligible to
get medical and long-term care services from Medicaid. The
state will spend about $600 million in its tax money, matched
III See Page 2

Diplomacy
gets shot
in Sarajevo

STACEY CROOO'Ledge, I T,es ryvto

The Calloway County Middle School Eighth Grade Choir, under the direction of Nell Eanvood, recently
sang for the Kentucky Music Educators Association In-Service Conference In Louisville. The CCMS choir,
accompanied by Carol Thompson, was the only middle-school mixed choir chosen to perform for music
teachers. The choir will perform its KMEA concert program for the public Feb 27 at 2 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of the First Baptist Church.

SARAJEVO. Bosnia Herzegovina (AP) — Bosnian
Serbs abandoned some artillery
dround Sarajevo when they
pulled their heavy weapons out to
dvoid threatened NATO air
strikes. U.N. officials said today.
U.N. peacekeeping soldiers
searched the surrounding hills
again today seeking to put all
remaining guns under their control, while diplomats met in Germany to discuss a political settlement for Bosnia's nearly 2-year
war.
"The main action with regard
to the Sarajevo area for the U.N.
over the last 24 hours has been
searching out isolated weapons
sites and bringing them under
control," said a U.N. spokesman,
Li, Col. Bill Aikman. "There has
been no resistance (from Serb
militiamen). They are
uooperating."
He said some of the Serb guns
had been left because they broke
down, while others were abandoned because the Serbs ran out
of time in trying to meet NATO's
deadline for withdrawing heavy
weapons by early Monday. He
could not say how many guns
were still operational.
"Wherever we can, we are disabling the guns and making it a
point to withdraw them as quickly as possible. But we don't have
the basic artillery-hauling equipment either, so it's going to take
a little while" to move them to
monitoring sites. Aikman said.
NATO had threatened air
strikes on heavy weapons around
Sarajevo unless they were withdrawn at least 12Yt miles from
the city center or put under U.N.
control. NATO and U.N. officials
said Monday that immediate
strikes against remaining Serb
11 See Page 2

Greenspan suggests further increases in interest rates
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economics Writer
WASHINGTON (AP'— Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan said today the country
is facing its best economic prospects in decades, but he put Congress on notice to expect further
increases in interest rates to keep
inflationary pressures at bay.
In the Fed's semiannual report

to Congress, Greenspan defended
the central bank's decision to
boost short-term interest rates
earlier this month for the first
time in five years.
He termed the Fed's decision
to increase its target for the federal funds rate, the interest that
banks charge each other, from 3
percent to 3.25 percent, as a
slight change that in no way

threatened the current recovery.
Indeed, he said in testimony
before the House Banking subcommittee on economic growth
that the central bank's action was
taken to ''preserve and protect
the ongoing economic expansion
by forestalling a future destabilizing buildup of inflationary pressures ---We viewed our move as

However, the Fed decision has
come under heavy criticism in
Congress, where lawmakers have
noted pointedly that it triggered a
one-day drop of 96 points in the
Dow Jones industrial average and
had pushed long-term interest
rates to their highest level in
seven months.
Rep. Paul Kanjorski, chairman

low-cost insurance.••

of the subcommittee, said that it

EVENTS

SPORTS

MEETINGS

III A forum is scheduled for 7 p m
Thursday in Calloway County High
School's cafeteria The public is invited
to attend the open discussion and
express opinions about school policies
and 4ducation The CCHS Site-Based
Council will not meet Wednesday

• it took a while for Murray High's
Tigers to get in a rhythm Monday night
against Fulton City But once they did,
the Tigers cruised to an 83-62 victory in
front of the home crowd

II Murray Planning Commission will
meet Thursday at 5 pm in special session in the council chambers of City Hall
II Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 730 p m in the council
chambers at city hall

Page 8

was clear that stock and bond
traders, not to mention members
of Congress, had been extremely
unsettled by the Fed's decision.
"Like many Americans, I am
concerned that the Federal
Reserve's action may impede or
even end our slow economic
recovery," he told Greenspan.
But the chairman of the central
bank said in his testimony that if

history was any judge, "real
short-term rates arc more likely
to have to rise than fall from
,e/\•
here."
He was vague in the timing of
any future rate hikes, saying, "I
cannot, however, tell you at this
time when any such rise would
occur." He said that the Fed
would continue to monitor ecoIn See Page 2
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II Engineer...
FROM PAGE 1
Another confusing point in the
attempt to justify offenng engineering education at PCC is that
UK officials have supported the
request.
However, that is not what UK
alumni are being told.
Wells received a letter Jan. 31
as an alumnus of the UK College
of Engineering, department of
chemical engineering, which solicited his assistance in locating
employment for its graduates.
"The letter said: 'We anticipate
that the May 1994 graduates will,
in most cases, have to work hard
to find engineering jobs,— Wells
said. "My only question IS how
can UK offer SI million for more
graduates if the school can't even
find jobs for its own graduates?"
Gov. Brereton Jones' budget
proposal recommended a $10
million plan for PCC's
polytechnic institute that would
require 51 million from UK, 54
million to be raised locally in
Paducah in the next two years
and 55 million in state funds.
"With this letter going out, it
seems a little strange," Wells
said. "What we don't need are
more graduates running around
looking for unlimited jobs. They
don't exist."
simply,

FROM PAGE 1
In Kentucky, only UK and the
University of Louisville are able
to offer engineering degrees.
Dr. Thomas Hanley, dean of
the U of L Speed School, said
placement is also difficult for U
of L engineering graduates.
According to a letter written by
Hanley to Michael Gardone,
deputy executive director of
academic programs for the Council on Higher Education, "Permanent placement is panicularly
discouraging at the present time.
"We typically have all or nearly all of our graduates placed
before they graduate. With the
current economic conditions and
the industry's reluctance to overhire, the market is poor for 1994
graduates.
"While Speed School continues
to do exceptionally well in comparison, the overall conditions are
not good, and many engineering
graduates may not find permanent employment before graduation. In my opinion, it is a buyer's market, with no shortage of
engineering graduates available
for permanent employment.
"Any company wishing to hire
engineering graduates in 1994
nerd only to ask for resumes or
hold interview visits. There is no

shortage oi highly-qualilied engineering graduates in 1994, with
this fact likely to be true in both
1995 and 1996." Hanley said.
Wells said if there is a need for
engineering education, there are
engineering schools within no
more than a half-day's drive.
"This is absolutely politics," he
said. "Any university is going to
help the community it is in. But it
is not obvious that the community will prosper with additional
graduates.
"Are these companies prepared
to put into writing that they will
hire all of these graduates?"
When Paducah originally made
the request for engineering education, officials said they needed
$30 million for a four-year
polytechnic institute.
Last week, Paducah officials
changed both the name and the
price of the project. PCC wants
to offer an engineering education
program that will cost only 510
million.
"Paducah is desperately trying
to get a four-year school," Wells
said. "Efforts began a few years
ago to get Lambuth University
and Bethel College to move to
Paducah. This is simply a third
serve to the same song."

Wells said officials have cut
the project so that courses will be
offered through a television link
to Lexington.
"You can do graduate courses
with interactive television
because they are generally not
hands-on," Wells said. "The
undergraduate work in the laboratories were the most valuable
part of my education.
"At PCC, there is nothing at all
in terms of engineering facilities," he said. "You can't teach
engineering classes in a classroom with a television wired to
UK. I think the Collins Center at
Murray State could be modified.
If you have to start from scratch,
the taxpayers are going to get a
had deal on this."
Even if Paducah and Murray
officials had agreed on the original proposal. Wells said the longrange issues about the project
must be considered.
"We are talking about a longterm commitment," he said.
"Once it gets started, it won't
stop. The potential for new companies and an economic evaluation must be examined.
"We need another year or two
to look at this project," he said.
"I don't sec the need for another
engineering school — anywhere."

•Greenspan...
FROM PAGE 1
nomic developments closely in
timing its rate increases.
The White House had no
immediate comment on Greenspan's testimony, but Press Secretary Dec Dec Myers said before
his appearance that the administration wanted to keep interest
rates low. "The continuation of
low interest rates has (helped) get
the economy going again,"
Myers told reporters. "We hope
that long-term interest rates stay
low."

Many private economists
believe the central bank will
boost short-term rates by a
quarter-point at least once every
three months through the rest of
the year, continuing the pattern of
gradual rate changes that has
been a hallmark of the Greenspan
Fed.
In its report, the 'central bank
predicted that the economy, as
measured by the gross domestic
product, would expand at a moderate pace of around 3 percent to
3.25 percent this year, with con-

sumer prices rising by about 3
percent.
Both forecasts are in line with
predictions of the Clinton administration and many private
economists.
While long-term interest rates
have risen slightly since the
Fed's move on Feb. 4, Greenspan
suggested that the 'markets may
be unduly concerned that the economy was growing too fast in the
final three months of the year. He
said the economy was already
showing signs of slowing from
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that unsustainable rate, which
some private forecasters say
could have hit 7 percent.
Speaking of the favorable combination of moderate growth and
continued low inflation. Greenspan said, "The outlook, as a
result of subdued inflation and
still low long-term interest rates,
is the best we have seen in
decades."
Unlike some Democrats in
Congress, the Clinton administration has refrained from criticizing
the Fed for its move to boost
interest rates, hoping that despite
the initial adverse reaction, the
Fed's move will eventually result
in keeping long-term interest
rates lower than they otherwise
would have been.

FROM PAGE 1
year.
It also assumed older cars
would depreciate by nearly 32
percent. In many cases, the vehicles did not depreciate, therefore
they were significantly
undervalued.
This year, the state used an
across-the-board depreciation rate
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FROM PAGE 1
guns were unnecessary.
The search for peace continued
in Bonn, Germany, where diplomats from the European Union,
the United States and Russia discussed ways to extend Sarajevo's
cease-fire to end Serb sieges of
other cities held by Bosnia's
Muslim-led government.
German officials expressed
suspicions that Bosnian Serb
troops had moved their artillery
from Sarajevo to other war
fronts.
"It seems that some of the
Serb weapons have been moved
to Bihac, Tuzla and other
places," German Foreign Minis-

ter Klaur Kinkel said. But it was
not clear whether his statement
was based on solid evidence.
The Bosnian Serb's leader,
Radoyan Karadzic, said Monday
that weapons taken from Sarajevo
would used elsewhere but only in
"self-defense.••
NATO warplanes flew over
Sarajevo to monitor Serb compliance with a truce that has
lasted 12 days.
In Paris, President Francois
Mitterrand said France would call
for a meeting of the U.N. Security Council this week to seek placing Sarajevo, under U.N. administration and allowing for free
passage of people and supplies.

of 2 percent.
Jackson said if the Blue Book
value of the car is less than the
state's assessment, the owner can
contact him to discuss and
adjustment.
There are basically two ways
to have one's car value adjusted.
Martha Warren said high
mileage discounts are available
for cars which are 1985 models
or younger. She said in order to
qualify for the reduction, a service slip or other documentation
is required.
Second, Warren said a car's
value can be discounted if it has
documented physical damage.
For instance, if a car was
wrecked and has not been
repaired, that car's value may be
assessed less than the Blue Book
listing.
However, Warren warns that
any type of reduction is a onetime deal unless the owner comes
back the following year for
another reduction.
She said if a vehicle has been
"junked," meaning sold to a junk
yard, then the owner must be sure
that all paperwork is done. For
example, if a car is sold to a junk
yard, the title should be transferred to the owner of the yard or
surrendered to the state.
If not, the owner still holds a
tax liability on that vehicle.
Furthermore, if a car is sold to
another individual, then the previous owner should double-check
to be certain the title has been
transferred.
The same idea holds true for
people who get a divorce. Who-

ever has the vehicle should be
sure the title is in his or her
name.
"If that car is put in your
name, then you are the owner of
record." Warren said. "It is something you need to be responsible
for."
"The state can not relieve
either party of their tax obligation
no matter how the divorce settlement is worded," Jackson pointed
out. "The legal title holder as of
Jan. 1 of the tax year is responsible for the property taxes."
Jackson added that car owners
should follow up on all
paperwork.
"It's property and it's money,"
he said. "You need to have a
record of what you're doing."
Jackson said people who
change addresses or names
should not contact the PVA's
office to have those changes posted with the state.
The county clerk's office takes
care of name or address changes,
as well as titles and registration.
The clerk's office is also in
charge of collection of vehicle
taxes.

In fact, the PVA cannot make
any type of permanent change in
the state's data base. Assessment
deductions can only be done for
that year. They do not carry forward, Jackson said.
A new system is being implemented in Frankfort, Jackson
said. He hopes once the system
goes on-line many of the glitches
in sending tax bills will disappear. However, there is no word
yet as to when that may happen.
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with about $1.3 billion from the federal government, to pay for
that care.
Jones wants to add 201,000 people to those eligible during
the next 30 months.
To pay for it, his budget outlines savings of $142 million,
and an increase in the current tax on health care providers in
each of the next two years.
In addition, Childers said the expanded program would
include even more savings by reduced payments to hospitals.
forcing Medicaid recipients to make some small payments and
placing them into managed care programs. Together, those savings are supposed to produce $120 million next fiscal year and
5222 million the year after. All of that would be used to pay
for the expanded program.
The subject of how to save money in Medicaid is a popular
one. At least four studies have examined the entire program
and estimated savings of 558 million to $285 million per year.
Childers told the subcommittee the $142 million figure is
conservative.
Subcommittee Chairman Paul Mason, D-Whitesburg. appeared
dubious. "Whose numbers? Who's right?" he asked.
Of that 5142 million, S97 million of it would come from
simply cutting the amount of money the state pays for various
services from doctors, hospitals, nursing homes, dentists and
others. The remaining money would come from initiatives largely untested. Of 14 specific items on a list, Childers could
identify only three or four that were actually in place now.
The provider tax is a ticklish political issue for legislators.
The tax is expected to raise 5174 million this fiscal year,
from a 2Yi percent levy on the gross receipts of hospitals and
a 2 percent tax on most other providers. The tax expires after
the end of this General Assembly session and is being challenged in court.
Jones' budget proposes increasing the tax to 5213 million in
the fiscal year that begins July 1, 1994, and S237 million the
following year. Documents given to the subcommittee by the
cabinet Monday show: an increase in the tax to 3.19 percent
for hospitals next fiscal year and 3.37 percent the following
year. The others would generally rise to. 2.5 percent next year
and 2_75 percent the following year.
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ANALYSIS

Japan's bureaucrats
wield great power in
trade surplus battle
By ELAINE KURTENBACH
Associated Press Writer
TOKYO (AP) — By some accounts, Prime Minister Morihiro
Hosokawa is the Don Quixote of reform, tilting as he does at the
moats and stone walls of the Japanese bureaucracy. By others, he is
a bureaucrat's best friend.
That divergence of views reflects the enormous power of Japan's
unelected officials and the trouble that awaits any politician who
tries to change the way they operate.
In the showdown over how to reduce Japan's trade surplus with
the rest of the world, the bureaucrats clearly have been cast as
villains.
"The bureaucracy is a wall defending Japan against outside pressure, but sometimes it overshadows the needs of the public," said
Masatake Takahashi, a commentator on international affairs.
Last Thursday, President Clinton accused officials in the Trade
and Finance ministries of being mandarins in charge of making
sure Japan's economy works, regardless of what it costs the rest of
the world.
Hosokawa, who has committed himself to streamlining the
bureaucracy, praised it the next day in Parliament. The bureaucrats.
he said, had "done a fine job of defending Japan's interests" in
trade negotiations.
Tokyo remains staunchly opposed to U.S. demands for numerical
targets in trade agreements. That was the sticking point of talks that
collapsed uring a Clinton-Hosokawa meeting in Washington, giving
rise to talk of a trade war.
Economists differ on whether the Clinton administration's tough
stance on trade will right the imbalance between the two countries,
which surged to 559.5 billion in Japan's favor last year.
Thirty years of negotiations have whittled at most of the outer
layers of protection left over from the days when Japan was
rebuilding its economy after World War II.
But behind those oven obstacles lie others more subtle: regulations, and the business practices they nurture, that form yet another
security blanket for industrial insiders, shutting out domestic as
well as foreign newcomers who want to crack their markets.
From cradle to grave, from waking in cramped suburban homes
for the long commute until downing midnight snacks, regulations
influence what the Japanese can buy and how they live.
Taxes and land-use laws push high prices still higher. While
Japan has eased open its markets for beef, citrus and dairy products, restrictions on medical equipment, pharmaceuticals, beer and
hundreds of other products limit consumer choice and inflate the
cost of doing business here.
Unlike neon reminders of "Seiko" and "Sony" that pulse on
skylines of the world, the "American Express" and "Kodak" billboards at the main crossroads of Tokyo's swank Ginza shopping
district are far from dominant.
Bureaucrats play a much more prominent role in Japan than in
the United States, often writing legislation, setting policy, even
drafting speeches for Cabinet members. Few are appointed by politicians and most lawmakers are intimidated by the bureaucrats'
superior knowledge of policy.
Vested interests arc everywhere. In a practice known as "amakudari," or descending from heaven, bureaucrats often retire to cushy
jobs in the industries they regulate.
With over 10,000 regulations to choose from, U.S. trade negotiators have focused on sectors of special concern to American firms,
particularly the auto industry, which accounts for more than half
the total trade deficit with Japan.
A study commissioned by bureaucrats themselves — the U.S.
Department of Commerce and Japan's Ministry of International
Trade and Industry — found that the distribution system serving
auto dealers, as well as government regulations and inspections,
inflates the Japanese retail prices of U.S.-made vehicles by about
40 percent.
U.S. auto companies have made their share of strategic errors,
such as not building cars designed to run on the left-hand side of
the road, but regulations are another important reason why only 2
percent of the cars sold in Japan are imported. In the United Slates
and other major Western countries, imports have 35 percent to 56
percent of the market.
In housing, U.S. Ambassador Walter F. Mondale notes that,
because of fire, building and inspection standards and tariffs on finished timber, a home that can be built for SI50.000 in Seattle costs
•about SI million in Japan.
Japan agreed in 1990 to gradually eliminate tariffs on U.S. lumber. In world trade pact reached in December. however, it agreed
only to halve them in five years.
Cellular phones have been in use here longer than anywhere. but
government regulations keep pnces too high for most Japanese
That has become an area of conflict that bipught threats of sanctions from the United States.
Hosokawa and his advisers agreed last week to increase efforts
toward more open markets. Masayoshi Takemura, the chief government spokesman. predicted that thc reforms would change the
-style and structure of the entire Japanese economy."
Economists say opening up complex distribution systems and
bureaucratic bottlenecks that favor domestic firms also would help
Jspan recover from its worst recession in decades
Bureaucrats who run the show from their concrete castles in the
hasumigaseki Mary Gate; government district fret about whether
Japan s an afford to dismantle the intricate machinery that helped
propel it to economic dominance
Gosernment leaders in both Tokyo and Washington say the car
rent trade conflict makes it clear Japan can't afford not to
101108'1 NOTK: Kleine Kookotsbech Is the Asia Nes itsli•
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The cat lady lived on Eggert
Avenue, in a brooding Tudor shadowed by giant pines. Word was
that she hadn't started out as a
eat lady at all, but as a teacher of
English literature. Perhaps it was
too many years of teaching Beo*ult. or overexposure to split
infinitives: no one in Metuchen
knew the exact cause, hut what
started as a fondness for felines
ended up as her obsession.
Eventually, the cat lady moved
out of the house so the cats
would have more room to themselves. She lived in her car until
her pets began crowding her out
of the old Buick too. At Halloween there were dares and
double-dares about braving the
phalanx of felines to confront
their befuddled mistress with
chants of "Trick or treat." hut as
far as I know no one really ever
did it. The closest anyone ever
got to real heckling was on Friday nights when there was
nothing to do. Teenagers would
drive past the house with their
lights off and windows down.
caterwauling loud enough to raise
the dead.

MAIN

Constance

Alexander
Ledger et, nines columnist

The barefoot man was sturdy
and gnarled as an ancient oak.
too big for taunting He didn't
live in town, but arnsed at the
same time every morning on the
bus from Penh Amboy. He was
regankd in awe by Metuchen's
children as he strode down Main
Street. silent and barefoot.
While men in our village
hopped the train to New York or
drove to work at the Ford plant
over in Edison each day. the
barefoot man coaxed their lawns
and gardens into lush splendor
People seldom spoke to ham
directly, and local, wives peeked
at him through the screen door
while he tended their plots, leaving a cool glass of water on the
hack porch so he could slake his
thirst on the hottest of summer
days. In winter he shoveled snow
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across the street from the Iota!
library If he was not inside doing
research on his beloved lepidopt
era, he was outside running tter
them I never knew his name.
though he was a familiar figure
around town with his thick glas
ses, perpetual frown, and white
net ever reads to catch exotic
winged creatures.
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and did odd jobs outdoors. In any
season, he was not invited inside.
Winter and summer he went
shoeless and coatless. his huge
biceps straining the sleeves of his
khaki shirt. He wore berrnuda
shorts long before and far after
they became a fad, tying a length
of frayed rope at his waist to hold
them up. He carried a brown papwith him wherever he
ersa"
went.When he died there was an
article in the paper that told his
name and provided some background. He was a veteran of
World War II and claimed his
h0d) was radioactive; that's why
he scorned coat and shoes. They
didn't say what it was he'd carried in the hag all those years.
The butterfly boy lived nght

To SKATE

My older sister, who still lives
in Metuchen, tells me he is a
famous lepidopterist now. He
never comes hack for high school
reunions, but when the invitations
go out his mother sends notes
back, telling his classmates ot his
success, chiding them for the
scorn they heaped on him years
before.
From large city to small town.
every community has its misfits.
In primiuve cultures, they might
have been regarded as wise men
or seers by those who believed
that they had the privilege of
some kind of special communication with the gods. In our society
they are often treated as oddballs,
plain and simple, talked about
behind closed doors, hut seldom
welcomed inside.
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Ann-Margret knows Elvis is best seller
This brief item appeared in a
Chicago newspaper gossip column:
'Ann-Margret, in town to promote her book. 'Ann Margret: My
Story,' was so excited when she
called this office that she barely
could speak. 'Can you believe.' she
exclaimed,'that my book,only out a
few days, made the N.Y. Times
best-seller list?"
Any writer can understand AnnMargret's breathless excitement.
Only the tiniest fraction of the
thousands of books published each
year land on the New York Times
list.
By making this most influential
of all best-sellng lists. Ann-Margret
is assured of selling even more
books, since the list has such great
promotional value.
This makes her the envy of
countless novelists, historians,
biographers, essayists, poets and
other writers who devote their lives
to working at their craft or an and
never get a whiff of the New York
Times list.
Many fine writers, even great
ones, have gone to their graves
without getting near the clout-heavy
list or cashing the kind of fat royalty
checks that go along with the Mg/sc.
But here is Ann• Margret - not
exactly a show.-Au superstar
currently one of the 15 top-selling
non-fiction authors in the United
Suites
And she dodo I even write the
hook herself She brought in a hired
word sickey named Todd (4d to
sum her story into passable English.
So how did she do it, sone
iw
sapring or even eipiring
might ask'

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
Well, if you have to ask. it means
you have been neglecting your daily
diet of junk info. You have not been
tuning into the TV show and supermarket tabloids that give you juicy
nuggets about the world of show
hi,.
If you had been paying attention,
it would not be any mystery as to
why so many people are flocking to
bookstores to plunk down S21.95,
plus sales tax, to own a hook about a
middle-aged actress-singer-hoofer.
You would have seen and heard
her inters iewed by sonic bland
laced babbler on CNN. show -biz
segment You would have heard the
bland face ask about her and Elvis
Yes, Elvis See' You haven
been paying attention
You would hese heard Hand lace
ask about how, when she and I.lviv
were young. ibex made a movie
as '1h:is
together And alit iut how
been reported time alter iursie
they besame romantic 311,, insidsed
n Ann
And you would have
stargre* ion of USA and say how
ul* it was 1471 her hr write about
that part of her titc. and him equal!)
Jillisuli it Is for her is Llak show ii
now
So...4 another sigh. she would
prefer WM prople pro read Pe
1et sne krill von. the former Miss

Ann Margret Olsson is one smart
female person.
All those legit but frustrated and
unknown writers I mentioned earlier — the novelists, historians.
poets, etc. - let them wallow in
their envy. l'he klutzes.
If they had the sense to establish a
fink to Elvis - especially, wow,a
romantic involvement --- they, too.
could he right up there on the New
York Times best-seller list
They.too, might be sitting behind
tables in bookstores, with hundreds
of fans standing in line to get a
smile, a word or two, and an
autographed copy of their book
The',. too. might he invited to
hat with drive•umc disk jockeys.
the hosts rif show bir reports and all
the other deep thinkers who rea h
those potential book buyer.
So I have deep admiration for
Ann Strgret And the vsonikrful
con job she has pulled on all those
people who an plunking down
521 vs da little Ids 01 (misc, at the
ihricumis pints)
!Lan Just see them rushing hoarse
with the Nati cracking is apes.Ind
reading And waiting (bawd et
Waiting

Ah you liens what eon its
vatting Its
Apid shirr Hai ii Ness paps

when they finally arnve at The Big
Moment, what do they get? .
They were just friends.
No beddy-bye,
That's right.
painting, groping or moaning. Not
even a kiss on the check. (There
may have been a kiss on the cheek,
but the former Miss Olsson isn't
telling.)
No, they liked to sit up late and
talk. News, sports, music.
"We both found solace in the
quiet of the night."
How sweet
r.
they watched TV and wept
kAnd
griller when JFK was killed.
low poignant.
As she (or the faceless Todd
Litild) wrote- "It was bun, joy,
admiration, and love in !is purest
fonn."
How prim and protx-r
But how many people would
drop 521.95 for the life story of a
\Cly-looking kingtinie show hiz
doll. if they knew that all they were
geuing was -fun. toy. admiration.
and love in its purest loon-'
Don i kid me You want 10 kiln*
about the duly deed Well. too had.
hut you went going to know Not
about Its is or anybody CNC there
is not one tad 01 smarms sex is tell
all titillation in the enure hook i I
haven t read it by the was hut J
t"ikassse did. and I trust his ripen
iudgmens im dirty shall'
So 1 songratulaar the Ionises 5tiss
I ssuin She pulled it 041 and made
the Ng lug
Mau when Ale* hp•rr• ma Mem
phis and at a thurtiod mak oars
overpaid, pet to ill port draw
Eh's. Ow y *Ill mil he ipwredig
urns gyms
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TODAY
CALENDAR
Tuesday, Feb. 22
Herman Eddie Roberts Jr. Post of
Veterans of Foreign Wars and Ladies
Auxiliary/7 p m /National Guard

Armory
Murray Lions Club/6-30 p m/Murray
Woman's Club House

Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/8 30-11 30 a m and
1230-3 p m /Calloway County Public

Library
Alzheimer's Di

Support
Group/4 30 p m /board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Info/762-1100
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p m /Chamber of Commerce
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224 or Linda.
437-4414
Bingo/7 p m /Knights of Columbus
building
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky 134
meeting/7 p m./First Presbyterian
Church Info/759-9964

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Blakely

Couple married 25 years
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Blakely observed their 25th wedding anniversary on Monday, Feb. 21.
The couple was married in 1969 at Lynnville Baptist Church with
the Res. Tommy Grubbs olliciating.
Attendants for the bride were Gail Wheeler Dick, Jenny Wheeler
French, Joann! Wheeler Riley, Janet Alderdice Farmer, and Tammie
Blakely Fields. The groom's attendants were Bob Wiley, Cary Hendrick, Wendell French and Rob Dick.
Mrs. Blakely. the tomer /(:).\ Wheeler. is the daughter 01 Mrs. Verdi Mason 01 Farmington and the late Oils Wheeler.
Mr. Blakely is the SOrl 01 Key'. and Mary Blakely of Murray.
They have one daughicr, Karla Blakely. a Ireshman ii Murray High
Schtiol.
No formal celebration was planned. The Blakelys have a trip to the
Bahamas planned.

A-1 GUTTERS
Quality Work
at a fair price.
- Continuous
Aluminum Gutters

Fine Foods

(Commercial & Residenball

- Vinyl Siding
Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082
Hazel Centeropen 10 a m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens activates.
Dexter Center/senior activities/9'30
art,
Weeks Centecopen 8 a m -4 pm /tor
senior citizens' activities
Scottish Country Dancing/7
p m./Fellowship Hall of First Presbyterian Church Into/753-6460
Grace Baptist Church events include
Directory Photographing/3-9.30 pm
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Eva Wall Mission Group/2 p m
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Out/9 a.m and 3 p m
Calloway County Junior Varsity and
Varsity Boys Basketball teams host
Lyon County/6 p m
Murray High School Junior Varsity
and Varsity Basketball team play at
Hickman County/6 p m
Si. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5 15 pm

University Square

Bible classes? p m

Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include Bible classes:7 p m
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6 30
pm
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer/10
a m Children's Handbell Choir/3.15
p m Adult Handbell Choir/4 p.m
Youth Club/5 pm. Turner Covenant
Prayer:6 p m . Chancel Choir/7 30
pm
First Presbyterian Church events
include ARK/5 p.m.; Choir
Practice/6 30 pm
Grace Baptist Church events include
Directory Photographing/1-7 p.m ,
Soul- Winning Class/6.15 pm . Kid's
Klubs, Bible Explosion. Youth Bible
Study. College Career Bible Study.
Adult Bible Study7 p m
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Youth and Mission Groups/7
pm . Choir rehearsal/8 p m
Reading Room open/12 noon -3
pm /Christian Science Church.
Westside Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir Practice and Mission organizations.? p m
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 pm
Elm Grove Beptist Church events
include Mid -Week Bible Study/7 p m
New Life Christian Center/prayer and
praise/7 p m

Oak Grove Baptist Churchiprayer
meeting. RAs and GAs/6 30 pm

First Baptist Church events include
Friendship International/9 a m .
Ladies' Bible Study/10 a m Fellowship Supper/5:30 p;rn ; Library
Children's Choirs
open/6 15 p m
(Parents Night for Music Friends II and
Music Makers I), Klaymata/6•30 p m
Prayer meeting/6-45 p.m Sanctuary
Choir/7-45 p m.
First Christian Church events include
Evangelism Committeinoon, CFF
dinner/5,30 p.m.; Bible Study and Singles Support Group/6 p m.; CFF
Options/6,30 p.m.; Choir Practice/7:30
p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Holy EucharisV5.15 pm.
Alcoholics Anonymous open
meeting/11 a m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Wrathor West Kentucky Museum/
open 8 30 am to 12 30 pm and 1:30
to 4 30 p m

Wednesday, Feb. 23
Ladies Bridge/9 30 a m /Murray

- Replacement Windows

Overeaters Anonymous/5:15

'Lifetime Guarantee*

Community Center.
pm
Hazel Centeropen 10 a m -2
senior citizens' activities.

CALL
753-7020

303 NOli 11 12

University Church of Christ events
include Ladies Bible Class/9 30 a m

meeting/8 p m /American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray
Faculty Scholarship Benefit Recital:8
m :Farrell Recital Hall. Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Murray State Admission
$5 per person
Wrather West Kentucky Museum:
open 8 30 a m to 12 30 pm and 1 30
o 4 30 p m.

p mfor

Weeks Centeropen 8 a m.-4 pm/for
senior citizens' activities.

Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9'30
a m and Story Hour/10 30 a m

Loretta Jobs
REALTORS

County Hospital,Olympic Plaza. Murray./1230-3 pm
Immanuel Lutheran Church events
include Soup Supper/5 30 pm , Lenten service/7 p m

Alcoholics Anonymous/open

Country Club. Info/Eva Morris,
753-8584.

FREE ESTIMATES

• .27,i

Wednesday, Feb. 23
Senior Citizens' Goll League/9
a m Aaller Memorial Golf Course
Health Express of Murray -Calloway

'Thinking Day'for Girl Scouts
being observed by local groups

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

CCHS Homecoming on Friday
Calloway County High School will crown the 1994 Basketball
Homecoming Queen and honor senior athletes at the basketball
game with Hickman County on Friday, Feb. 25. The homecoming
queen will be crowned at 6 p.m. before the game. Candidates are
Vanessa Bucy, Chrystie Carson, Heather Gillum, Marti McClard,
Valerie Shelton and Kristina Todd. Senior basketball players and
cheerleaders will be honored between the games at approximately
7:30 p.m.

Compassionate Friends on Thursday
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday. Feb. 24, at 7 p.m. in
the private dining room in cafeteria at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. This is a group comprised of those who have lost an
infant, child, or young adult through accident, illness, sudden infant
death syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths, or miscarriages. "You will have
contact with people who listen and who offer supper," said Hospital Chaplain Rebecca Church. For more information call Church at
762-1274, or Hilda Bennett, chapter leader, 498-8324.

PAAMI meeting Thursday
Purchase Area Alliance for the Mentally III will meet Thursday,
Feb. 24. at 6:30 p.m. at Oval Room of Ground Floor, Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. The program will be the showing of two films —
"When the Music Stops" which shows-the reality of mental illness,
and "You Are Not Alone" which tails about a model program for
rehabilitation of the mentally ill. For information or assistance with
transportation, call Phyllis Dale Gibbs, PAAMI president, at
435-4138, or Ginny Hutson at WK Regional Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board, 1-442-7121.

East PTO meeting Thursday
East Calloway Elementary School PTO will meet Thursday. Feb.
24, at 7 p.m. Special topics to be discussed include all year schooling, selection of new principal, and reward day. All parents and
interested persons are encouraged to attend this very important
meeting, a PTO spokesperson said.

Breastfeeding Class Thursday
Breastfeeding Class for Expectant Parents will be Thursday. Feb.
24, from 1 to 3 p.m. at Calloway County Health Center. 701 Olive
Si., Murray. Sara Bogle, M.S., Nutritionist, will conduct the class,
sponsored by Purchase District Health Department. Grandparents
are also welcome. Pre-registration is required. To pre-register call
753-3381.

Bridge Club meeting Thursday
The Bridge Club of Murray will meet Thursday. Feb. 24, at 7 p.
at Wcaks Community Center (use rear entrance). All bridge players
of every level are welcome. Last week's winners were N.S., Mr.
and Mrs. O'Day with 61.905 percent game; E.W., Mr. and Mrs.
LaMastus with 53.571 percent game. It was their first time out for
the LaMastus couple who arc new to Bridge. Persons arc urged to
come out and play. —The winners are challenging the bridge players
of Murray and Calloway County to come and play them," said
C.W. Cooper who may be called at 435-4137 for information.

Parkinson's meeting on Friday

By CONNY OTTWAY
Scout Public Relations

Girl

SUBSCRIBE

On Thinking Day, Girl Scouts
take time to think about each
other and send greetings to each
other. This is a special day to
recall that they are all members
of an international movement, the
World Association of Girl Guides
and Girl Scouts. They are also
members of the largest organization for girls and women in the

HEAVY DUTY WASHER
4,

Thinking Day, Feb. 22, marks
a very special occasion for Girl
Scouts and Girl Guides around
the world.
This day celebrates the birthday of both Lord and Lady
Baken-Powell. Lord BakenPowell founded Boy Scouting
and his wife, Lady Baden-Powell,
was the World Chief Guide of the
Girl Guide/Girl Scout Movement.

a

ly
YMCA

Parkinson's Support Group will meet Friday, Feb. 25, at 2 p.m.
in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For more information call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathyologist, or
Ann Ingle R.N., at 762-1100.

Zetas to meet early on Thursday
world.
The World Association of Girl
Guides and Girl Scouts
(WAGGGS) has chosen "Peace"
as their Thinking Day theme for
1994-1996.
Since its founding, WAGGGS
has worked for and towards
peace by encouraging friendship
and mutual understanding among
people worldwide.
Publications, seminars, programs and activities will be developed by WAGGGS to achieve
the objectives of their initiative,
"Create Peace Worldwide."

Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thmursday, Feb. 24, at 1 p.rn, at the club house. Jo Benson of Community
Improvement Volunteers will present the program, "Community
Pride." Members are asked to note the time of 1 p.m. because of
"Raise the Roof" event that evening. Hostesses will be Thelma
Bailey, Neva Grey Allbritten, Katie Outland and Pauline McCoy.

Garden Card Party on March 3
The annual Benefit Luncheon and Card Party of Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will be Thursday, March 3, at noon
at the club house. Bridge, canasta, pinochle, etc., will be played
with prizes awarded to the highest score at each table. Proceeds
from this luncheon go toward MSU Agriculture Scholarship Fund.
Reservations may be made by calling Eva Morris at 753-8584.

'Raise the Roof' tickets on sale

Healthy 4
Kids
Program

A new health program specially designed
for kids ages 10 to 15 years old.

Tickets for the "Raise the Roof" gala program are now on sale
by members of the Murray Woman's Club, sponsoring organization
for the special evening of entertainment planned Thursday. Feb. 24,
at 6:30 p.m. at Curris Center ballroom, Murray State University.
Tickets at S20 per person are available at D.K. Kelly Ladies
Apparel. Selections Bridal Registry and Gifts, from club members,
Janet Wallis, 489-2186, and Martha Andrus, 753-8808. Tickets also
are being sold for SI() on a cash prize of S500 with person not
required to be present. Robert Valentine will he emcee for the dinner and roast featuring Walter Apperson, Peggy Billington and Dr.
Robert McGaughey. The public is invited to attend.
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Spirit' It's the strength of Any nation and
ihe power of the indisidual It s intangible You can't uc it. you can't hold it
yet its presence can be oserwhelming
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The FFA spirit influences you to dr!,e
torward to achicse your goals. realize
your dreams and be !roll11 sery best it •

Agriculture students discos er innosatINC
ways of using syience and information in
agriculture They learn to think analytis ally
using real-life e samples Classes in aquas
iure, forestry. wildlife. water management.
sustainable agriculture. agriscience and
marketing help students prepare for more
than 200 agricultural careers Enrolling in
agriculture'courses opens the door to FFA
membership and numerous opportunities for
per•onal a,hIcy ernent and gr,wth

- .r "41,,
•

OPPORTUNITY
Toth). 20 percent of Americans work in the
agricultural industry. ensuring an abundant
supply 01 food and fiber As the world popu
Lition increases, students Still find challenging new career opportunities in the science
business and technology of agriculture

Catch the

More than 7,500 FFA members plan
ag-education awareness activities
Va.—More
ALEXANDRIA.
than 417,000 FFA members will
promote FFA, agricultural education and the food and fiber industry
during National FFA Week, Feb.
19-26, 1994.
FFA members in 7,545 chapters
across the U.S. as well as Guam,
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands
will be organizing events and activities to foster awareness of agricultural education and support for
FFA.
This year's theme, "FFA—Lead-

ership for America," will be seen
through communities nationwide
through promotional efforts of local
members. FFA. activities and agnculture classes emphasize leadership skills, analytical thinking and
the application of both to the industry of agriculture.
Larry Case, national FFA advisor, said today's young people are
aware of their responsibilities as
agncultural leaders for tomorrow.
"Our members realize the world in
which we live is growing larger and
more interdependent," he said.

"These young people will be leading the effort to provide food and
fiber for a growing population, as
well as to keep America competitive
in the global marketplace."
National FFA Week is held each
year during the week of George
Washington's birthday to recognize
his leadership and commitment to
American agnculture. Both the
National FFA Center and the NaUonal FFA Hall of Achievement are
located on part of Washington's
original Mount Vernon estate near
Alexandria, Va.

FFA is a national organizauon of
417,462 members prepanng for
leadership and careers in the science. business and technology of
agnculture. FFA's mission is to
make a positive difference in the
lives of students by developing their
potential for premier leadership,
personal growth and career success.
Local, state and national activities
and award programs provide opportunities for students to apply knowledge and skills acquired through
agricultural education.

Six members of the Calloway County FFA Chapter attended the Kentucky
FFA Chapter attended the Kentucky FFA Leadership Training Center In
Hardinsburg June 21-25. Pictured from left: Andrew Falwell, John Geurin,
Grant Pittman, Troy Geurin, Chad Ward and Stephen Keel.

Calloway County's FFA Chapter joins
thousands across country in celebration

Ms. Sandra Jones, Public Relations Director of Westvaco, Inc., received the
Honorary FFA Degree from President Brooks Underwood at the Annual FFA
Awards Program. Ms. Jones has cooperated with the Chapter by arranging
for field trips for chapter members.
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The Calloway County Chapter of
FFA joins 417.000 other FFA members in the United States in celebrating National FFA Week, which
starts Feb. 19th.
Officers of the Calloway Co.
chapter are: President - Robert
Geunn; vice-president- Mark Mohler; Secretary - James Todd; Treasurer - Grant Pittman; Reporter Stephen Keel; and Sentinel - John
Geurin.
Committee Chairmen are: Supervised Ag. Occupations - David
Wilson; Cooperaton - Jason Williams; Community Service -Paul
McCoy; I eadership - Andrew Falwell; Earnings & Savings - Chris
Bailey: Conduct of Meetings - Jon
Futrell; Scholarship - Troy Geunn;
Recreation - Jody Kelso; Public
Relations - Valerie Shelton and
Alumni Relations - Johnny Lamb.
Teachers of Agribusiness Education at CCHS are Larry Gilbert and
Jamie Potts.
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National FFA Week Feb. 19-26

RESPONSIBILITN
FF.s members share J deep concern fur she
ens ironment And a sense of responsibility to
their local communities Programs such as
Building Our Amen•ari Communities
ensourage members to meet local needs
through project, including recycling. and
reclamation and reforestation Member,
des clop leadership. problem solYing and
communication skills as they actiyely
inprose the world around them
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nation s wealth is tound in its people and
the kg,i,y left to u• is one ot hysnor alla
challenge Through FFA. today • agri• ul
lure stuylents are becoming well-roun.fed
•it lens, persons ot solid •hairs ter filled
i[h ambition, initialise. indo'duality.
enthusiasm and determination

EDUCATION
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also an implicit promise of sers ice as
you eaplore career possibilities. des clop
'.our natural talents and begin to
understand your enormous potential —
as an indisidual and as a leader
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fora growing
planet

The world of tomorrow starts with choices we make
today. Students who enroll in agricultural education
and join FFA learn invaluable skills in natural
resources management, agnscience and marketing.
Today's FFA members will be at the forefront of
turrborrow'% agriculture - providing leadership for a
growing planet.
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LEADERS FOR THE NEW
FIELDS OF AGRICULTURE

State Convention: Rob Binford tended the National FFA Convenplaced third in the State Nursery/ tion in Kansas City, Mo.in NovemLandscape Impromptu Speaking ber. David Potts received the
contest. James Todd participated in American FFA Degree, the highest
the State Record Keeping Contest.
degree awarded by the FFA.
Chris Garland, Brooks Underwood,
The FFA strives to promote lead
Garrison
Justin Phillips and Mau
ership. FFA and Agriculture. DurFFA
Degree. ing National FFA Week events and
received the Suite
State Fair - Rob Binford, Grant activities will be organized by FFA
Pittman, Chad Ward and Stephen members in chapters across the
Keel placed second in the State Untied States, including the District
Nursery/Landscape Judging contest
and David Wilson participated in I/ See Page 6
the State Seed Identification contest.
National ETA Convention: Sc
With a Woodnicri
ven members of the chapter in
annuity. your
earn id t•rleferre,l
interest at J
,ornpetitit.e rat,- 1,,
taut out 1111.• diNnit
Deferred
itent,itit, rotted, t

Tim Scruggs, AC
Woodmen Bldg
3rd & Mapie,Alurray
753-4377

Jackson Purchase
Agricultural Credit Association

Woodmen

'Serving Your Needs Today To Build For Tomorrow'
Hwy. 641 North
753-5602

Johnny Robertson Rd.
753-6749

FFA...
Developing
Tomorrow's Leaders'\
through the hard work
and dedication
of today's youth.

Hazel, Ky.

l Bank of Murray
ria

Highlights of the past year include Regional Contests: First
place in Record Keeping Team.
Members of the team were Daemon
Osborn, David Wilson, Greg Ramsey and John Drennon. Rob Binford
- First place in Nursery/Landscape
Impromptu Speaking; James Todd First place in FFA Extemporaneous
Speaking and Chris Thorn - First
place in Beef Bowl.
Murray State Ag. Club Field
Day: First place in the following
contests; Meat Judging, Agricultural
Mechanics, Floriculture,
Nursery and Burley Tobacco Grading.

492-8885

(conoco)

of the World
Hie Insurance Sot let,'
Moen. OM,• ['aka. Seim Wu

THE ALL-NEW
5250
MAXXUM®:

When Case UI introduced the first
MAXICUM tractor, three years ago,
they brought you more perfor•
mance. More features. And more
value •Now, as we unveil the next
generation, were bringing you
something even better. III More
MAXXUMa. MI Introducing the allnew Case International 5260 MAXKUM. An additional, top-of-the-line
model in • tractor series that promisee to rewrite the rule book. For a
second time. II Packed with more
horsepower than any MAXXUM
yet Filled with features that let •
mid-size tractor perform well bey.
ond your expectations And engi

neered with' the kind of innovation
that only happens when •company
pays attention to its customers.•
This tractor is as much reflection on
you as it is on us. Your comments
and suggestions were the fuel behind the design of all four new
MAXXUM tractors. And from top to
bottom, the new 6260 answers your
demands III With • tough, high.
efficiencypowerplant All-glass
doors for better visibility. A swivel
air seat for all -day comfort And
much more•See the powerful new
5260 MAXXUM today And put •
little more muscle in your mid.
range
cow J I c...•

NcKeel Equipment Co Inc.
503 Walnut St
Murray
753-3062

1939 N 8th SI
Paducah
444-0110

• f
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LEADERSHIP AMERICA
Support
Agricultural
Education
It's Spring! Come See Us
For All Your Supplies.
Pioneer Corn • Pioneer Soybeans
Asgrow Soybeans
Herbicides and Fertilizer

Calloway County FFA Chapter

•
The Calloway County Chapter of FFA participated In the 41st Annual FFA Field Day at lAurray State University. This event Included 972 students representing
27 high schools from three states. Competition was held in general livestock, dairy, horse, soil, meat, tobacco and horticulture judging as well as agriculture
mechanics, speed identlticatIon, weed identification tabacco auctioneering, tractor driving, goat tying and horsemanship.

Hutson Ag Salutes Our Local FFA Chapter.

State Line Rd., Hazel
4984142

Washington serves
as FFA patron saint

204 Railroad Ave.. Hurray
763-1933

On All NEW Services
10% OFF
With This Coupon
Limoad Tirrwo orry
$ $ SAVE MONEY $ $
Why pay tor a monthly Pest Control Service. when we can provide tie sane service on a
OUARTERLY Basic ('25) fully guarenteed??
We also offer:
.FREE Termite Inspections
.Complete Underneath Structural Repairs
•Moisture Barriers Installed
•Aulomaec Temp-Vents Installed
•Searnless Gutters Installed

SERVALL

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.
Phone: 753-6433

Murray, Ky.
nor
SERVALL
7963
+r: .44// Cal1
1S
u 4.
When ;Oa.» TrodYoTh

Managinr-John Mulching

1-800-264-1433
a

LUBRICANTS
•
Highest quality gasoline and
diesel engine oil.

Unocal Ouardol
Motor Oil
A universal engine oil that's covered by Unocal's exclusive written
Product Quality Warranty which backs the quality and performance of the
specific grade of Guardol Motor Oil used. Easily meets performance
requirements of most naturally aspirated,turbo and supercharged diesel
engines along with gasoline passenger car and truck engines. Available
in popular package sizes from bulk truck load quantities to quart size
containers_
Guardot 'Protects 'Pumps Cold •Keeps
Engines Clean 'Resists Oxidation
-Tests Tough

a

National F1'A Week always includes George Washington's birthday in observance of his leadership
in promoting scientific farming
practices. Washington is considered the patron saint of the FFA and
has come to symbolize the FFA
Treasurer.
Men who molded America came
from the farms and plantations.
Former statesmen of the past like
George Washington and Thomas
Jefferson have served as models for
FFA
leadership development.
members today are inspired by these
same heroes of our Nation and her
agnculture. The FFA theme for
1994 is "FFA — LEADERSHIP
FOR AMERICA."
The Kentucky Association FFA
Officers for this year are: President,
Jodie PPool, Trigg County; Vice
President, Audrey Clark, Hickman
County; Secretary, Samantha
Moseley, Greenwood; Treasurer,
Earl Wright, Breckinridge County:
Shane Wiseman, Clark County:
Sentinel, John Abner, Lee County;
Green River Region Vice President,
Julie Hicks, McLean County;
Northern Kentucky Region Vice

Life
Auto
Farm
Home
ar
toF
Health
Business
A traiditon in service
since 1981

'17

Jim Fain

753-0212

(1502)

-3-062
5
-1

Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

We Help You
Keep It Together

OFAGR/C1/11ZRE
=
ir
l%
„„HEAIEWREWS

Jimmy Story
Ronnie Like
Keith Hays
Billy Adams
Billy Miller
Johnny Kelso
Glen Chaney
Larry Wisehart
Kent McCuiston
Dwaine Rogers
Jerry Chapman
Randy Lee
Graves Burkeen
Phil McCallon
Steve McCuiston*
Mark Wilson
Shea Sykes
Danny Kingins

4or

All•Wo!

FROM PAGE 5
of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Hands, Kosrae, Yap, Guam,

filters
7-7 1

Ricky Cunningham
Tripp Furches
Danny Lamb
Mark McCallon
Jeffrey Paschall
Tracy Curd
John Mark Potts
Lisa Lewellyn
Jerry Lowrey
Charlene Ray

1989 - Jason Phillips
1990 - David Potts
1991 - Tripp Tibbetts
1992 - Van Pittman
1993 - Brooks Underwood
1994 - Robert Geurin
*State President 1976

ewe

We Carry Almost Every Size Nail, Bolt,
Fastener, Glue or Whatever It Takes To Get
The Job Done. We Even Have Horse Shoes &
Horse Shoe Nails.
We cony stainless steel bolts & nuts
Largest Inventory In Our Areal

41

MU lAU
SUPPLY COMPANY
Of
208 E. Main 753-3361
Inc.

ra•

P"‘
IMP

C

50%

OFF

All Filters
FARMERS for
additional savings ask
about our FLEET
PROGRAM.

Motor Parts
& Bearings
1109 Chestnut

Majuro and Rota. These activities
will educate the public on the role of
agriculture and the FFA in the food
and fiber industry.
"Our members are the future
leaders of tomorrow's agricultural
industry", said Larry Case, National
FFA advisor. "They realize the
effort they must put forth today in
order to preserve the industry and
our earth for future generations.
This is a challenge our members are
ready and proud to face".
FFA week is held each year
during the week of George
Washington's birthday to recognize
his leadership and commitment to
American Agriculture.

g]l
wr
ialerli

FARM
SALE

awe

Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1423

-

II Calloway's FFA...

sio'r
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STATES

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

The CCHS FFA Nursery/Landscape team placed first at The 1993 MSU Reid
Day. Team members from the left are Grant Pittman, Stephen Keel, Rob
Binford and Chad Ward. The team placed 2nd at the 1993 Kentucky State Fair
In Louisville and at the Mid-South Fair in Memphis.

CARFT

ADO
k

FFA gives vocational
agriculture students
the opportunity to
work and learn about
farming and the
world around them
as they develop
self-assurance,
responsibility and
business sense.
They often go on to
become leaders in
all fields and especially
are a credit to
agriculture. We
heartily support the
FFA In all their
endeavors.

. SOUTHERN
Z

-

AGENCY

az7=t 7.=:1 mi

F

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978

FAIN INSURANCE

Belcher Oil Co., Inc.
403 S. LP Miller

President, Jennifer Stephenson,
Conner: FasiPm Kentucky Region
Vice President, Lee Thomas, Tollesboro: Lake Cumberland Region
Vice President, Alan Goodbcy, Casey County: State Advisor, Delmer
Dalton, Agricultural Education,
Frankfort; Executive Secretary,
Curt Lucas, Agncultural Education,
Frankfort.
The Kentucky FFA Leadership
Training Center,located in Hardinsburg, provided an opportunity for
leadership development for approximately 10(X) FFA members
during the summer of 1993.
FFA Alumni chapters are being
organized in many counties across
the state. The FFA Alumni chapters
are giving outstanding support to
FFA members and their activities.
The FFA was organized in 1928
with the purpose of promoting leadership, cooperation, and citizenship
among high school agricultural education students. Amenca's greatest
return on investment will come in
the form of its youth. Agricultural
Education and the FFA are helping
prepare young people for careers in
the agricultural industry.

1961-94 Chapter
Presidents

753 831

Woodmeni flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans we competitive alternatives to
other savings plans The mural
guaranteed rare for amounts over
55,000 a

5.00%

ran be locked
a for aw yea,

Ask your Woodmen representenve
show ow Re hie sad Single
Premium Deferred Armory plaits

Robert Dances
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd Si Maple, Murray
7534050

O

IL Wood=en
GI tie World
$ use Ineuresee eseeeity $
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FFA & Leadership
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Week-long events organized to educate public
The FFA strives to promote leadership, FFA and Agriculture. During National FFA Week events and
acuviues will be organized by FFA
members in chapters across the
United States, including the District
of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the VIEgin Islands, Kosrae, Yap, Guam,
Majuro and Rota These at:ovules

v. ill educate the pubis: on the role of
agriculture and the FFA in the food
and fiber industry.
'FFA - Leadership For America
is this year's theme and will be
recognized by communities across
the nation through promotional efforts of local members as well as
through promotional efforts of local

members as well as through a
national public service announcement campaign.
"Our members are the future
leaders of tomorrow's agncultural
industry," said Larry Case, National
FFA advisor. "They realize the
effort they must put forth today in
order to preserve the industry and

our earth for future generations
This is a challenge our members are
ready and proud to face."
ETA week is held each year
during the meek of George
Washington's birthday to recognize
his leadership and commitment to
American Agriculture

Protect Your Farming Investment

tes-)

See Us For All Your
Farm Insurance Needs,

ur•
Robert Geurin is the 18-year-old son
of Jimmy and Vicky Geurin of Rt. 6,
Murray. He Is president of the
Calloway County FFA Chapter.
Robert GeurIn has been in the FFA
for four years and received his
Greenhand and Chapter Degrees and
Is presently applying for the State
Degree. After graduation, Robert Is
planning to attend Murray State
University and major in the field of
agriculture.

;ham

1993-94
Calloway
County
FFA
Officers

Farm Owners - Farm Trucks - Crop - Hail
See or Call:
Dan Shipley • Bob Billington • Robert Billington, Jr.

Mark Mohler Is the 17-year-old son of
Gary and Kathy Mohler. He has one
brother, Matthew. Mark Is currently
serving as vice-president of the
Calloway County FFA Chapter. Mark
is a senior at CCHS. He has competed at FFA Field Day at Murray
State for the past two years and is a
member of the Chapter Agricultural
Mechanics Team which will be participating In April. Mark Is also a
member of the Poplar Springs Baptist Church. After graduation he
plans to attend Murray State University and major In Agribusiness.

The Murray Insurance
Agency

Bel-Air Center
John Geurin, the son of Ronnie and
ShIrlle Geurin, Is currently serving as
sentinel of the Calloway County FFA
Chapter. John has attended the
Kentucky FFA Leadership Training
Center for one year.

753-4751

r

)',1111
4 sad.
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Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers
Association
The Most Frequently Asked Question...

What does the Tobacco Growers Association Do?
would

than they
The program is intended to, and does, keep tobacco leaf prices HIGHER
domestic tobacco supplies
be without it. The program is intended to, and does, keep
LOWER than they would be without it.

,vood

Stephen Keel Is the 17-year-old son
of Michael and Georgia Keel. Stephen Is presently serving as the
reporter of the Calloway County FFA
Chapter. He has been in the FFA for
three years and received his Greenhand and Chapter degrees. Stephen
is a member of the University Church
of Christ After graduation he plans
to attend Murray State University and
major In agricultural business.
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James Todd,son of J.T. and Barbara
Todd, Is currently serving as secretary of the Calloway County FFA
Chapter. After graduation he plans
to attend Murray State University and
major In Agribusiness Economics or
Ag-related communications.

Grant Pittman Is the 16-year-old son
of Danny and Patsy Pittman of Rt. 4,
Murray. Grant Is presently serving
as treasurer of the CCHS FFA Chapter.

We
Support
FFA!

.0111%
04111
We support our youth in their agricultural endeavors. Their success in farming will help to feed future generations
for years to come.

TAKE AMERICA'S #1
TILLER HOME TODAY!
• Rear tines and powered wheels
make tilling easy.
• FREE demonstration. All
models in stock and ready' to go!
• NO MONEY-DOWN Financing
available when credit qualified!
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Calloway County ranks second in dark fired
tobacco production in Kentucky, and these
tobacco producers received some $9.6 million
from the 1992 crop.

Future
Farmers
of America...
The Future of American
Agriculture
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Support High School Agriculture

J.D. EQ. Center
"Your Business Is Deere To Us"
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753-4110
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Ford pulls fast one at Vandy f
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Kentucky coach Rick Pitino
wasn't amused when he learned
that on two occasions in the Vanderbilt game fouled Kentucky ter about the switch in shooters.
players didn't go to the line when Ford set up the first change when
they were replaced by a better he motioned Walter McCarty
free-throw shooter.
(51.2 percent) to shoot for Andre
"I don't believe in any of that Riddick (31.8 percent).
"Yeah," he told WLEX-TV
type of garbage," he said. -I
believe winning is second to that. following the contest. "That
I'd rather lose. If it was a win didn't take too many brains to
situation - which it was not - figure that one out. I saw the ref
if it was that type of situation run to the (scorer's) table real
where it was one or two points, quick. He had no idea who was
I'd rather lose the game."
supposed to shoot the free throw.
After Kentucky's 77-69 victory I turned to Walter and said, 'You
on Saturday, guard Travis Ford get on the line.' And it worked
confirmed to a WKYT-TV repor- out fine."

ball
Ford and McCarty laughed
about the switch in post-game
interviews.
When asked if the switch was
has best con job as a player,
McCarty said, "Yeah, thanks,"
and began to laugh.
Palma said he would penalize
the players if their television confessions were genuine.
"I still think they were joking," he said. "I don't think he
(Ford) did tell him to do that. I
think he was playing coy because
I don't think he'd ever admit that
on television."
31f

Did Cats switch shooters?
McCarty sank both free throws
to give Kentucky at 59-47 lead
with 626 left in the game.
Less than four minutes later,
Gimel Martinez (80.5 percent)
shot free throws even though
Jared Prickett (54.9 percent) had
been fouled. He made one of two
to give Kentucky a 63-55 lead
with 2:44 to go.
When they did get to the line,
Ruddick and Prickett combined to
miss all six of their attempts.
Prickett's last attempt before
Martinez took his place was an

IN See Page 9

Red hot Bulldog
tamed by Tigers
Fulton's Flanigan
not-nearly enough
to beat Murray High
By MARK YOUNG
Stan Writer

MURRAY 83, Fulton City 62
IS 35 62 - 13
13 29 42 - 92
VUNRAY (13)
Foot./ 27. AISn 17. Cum, 6 Wow 6.
CoN0341 6 Wyman 4. Elan 4, Cmon 3. Rerurr
mas 2, Poyner 41yr4 6WW1 TOTALS FGA 37-56
inrovpant 3.11 (*tot 2 Boll) FT-4 672 144004104
34 (F01444 131 %0046 114
FULTC/N (12)
7711719.1 32. CA44010 14, Row 12 1440.24.3 2. Now.
2 PeMprra. Crow TOTALS FGA 2347 Throa-pcont
2-4 (Flanigan) FT-4 14.32 Flotounelt 19 (M•001,14 7)
146040 1-20
MURRAY
FULTON

Murray held Fulton City's Jerome Flanigan scoreless in the
Fulton City was smoking in the
!bird quarter. They had to.
first half, connecting on 11 of 20
Flanigan burned the Tigers for
shots from two-point range. Fla;2 points and kept the 1-19 Bullnigan scored nine points in the
Jogs close throughout the first
first quarter, but Murray still held
half.
a 15-13 advantage.
But Murray clamped down the
Early in the second frame, a
tlefense on Flanigan in the third
layup by Jewel Crumble and a
period while James Foster scored
Flanigan three-pointer gave Ful16 of his team-high 27 points in
ton an 18-15 lead. Fulton led
the quarter to lead the Tigers to
once more at 20-19, but Murray
an 83-62 win at home Monday
scored the next seven points to
night.
take the lead for good, 26-20.
"Fulton played well in the first
The Tigers closed out the half
half and Flanigan was really hitwith a 7-2 run for a 35-39 advanting," Murray coach Cary Miller
tage at the halftime break.
•aid. "It took our players a while
But the third quarter proved to
to get going. It was senior night
be Fulton's demise as Flanigan
.ind they didn't realize how much
was closely guarded by Murray's
Fulton City has improved.
Ethan Crum, which ended up
You've got to be ready to play
„.very night."
• See Page 9

MARK YOUNG:tat:19e( & 1-011•1 413010

Murray senior Chris Allen looks for a shot in the paint against Fulton City's Bradley Nanney in the second
half of Monday night's game. Allen finished with 17 points in Murray's 83-62 win over the 1-20 Bulldogs.

Dallas wins seventh
in rematch at Detroit
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP)
- Jamal Mashburn scored six of
his 23 points during a decisive
8-0 spurt that lifted the Dallas
Mavericks to a 98-88 victory
over Detroit on Monday night,
onding a three-game losing
,treak.
The 8-0 run enabled the
Mavericks to pull away from an
42-82 tie and win for just the
,cventh time in 52 games. It was
Dallas' first road win against
Detroit since Dec. 10. 1982,
onding a 10-game losing streak.
The Pistons defeated the
Mavericks 105-96 in Dallas on
Saturday in the first meeting
between the league's two losingcst teams.
Mashburn's free throw put
Dallas ahead for good, 83-82,
with 3:57 left. After Tony Camp-

Spurs center
rips T'Wolves
The

Associated Press

Minnesota

coach

Sidney

Lowe wanted to teach Christian
Laettner a lesson. San Antonio
coach John Lucas wanted to put
David Robinson in the
spotlight.
Robinson took advantage of
the Timberwolves' frontcourt
that was depleted by the suspension of Laettner Monday,
becoming the first NBA player
to score 50 points this season.
But when the Spurs pulled
away in the fourth quarter to a
114-89 victory, their 13th
straight, Robinson asked Lucas
to take him out of the game.
"I'd rather have the other
players get some playing time,"
s- aid Robinson, who reached 50
- two short of his career high
- with a 3-pointer with just
over a minute to play. "It
doesn't make a lot of sense
when you have a 20-point
lead."
Lucas prodded Robinson to
get as many points as he could.
"There's not too many
chances for a guy to get 50
points," Lucas said. "This is as
good as I've seen him play."
"With seven minutes to go in
the fourth quarter, coach is trying to get me to shoot more,"
Robinson said. "I'd rather get
(50 points) in a game when we
really need it."
Meanwhile, Laettner was
serving a one-game suspension
without pay for lashing out at
assistant coach Bob Wcinhauer
at Sunday's practice.
"He let his teammates down,
the organization ... and it's bad
for the fans," Lowe said.
Liettner confronted Weinhauer after Weinhauer stopped
practice to tell reserve forward
Marlon Maxey that he had run a
play incorrectly. After Weinhauer told Laettner to ''won'
about your own game," Laettner responded with his tirade.

Calloway comeback
stays out of bounds
in loss to Fulton Co.

DALLAS (N)
Mashburn 9-18 5-7 23, Smith 4, 7 2.2 10.
Draltng 0-2 0-0 0, Lever 1.4 4-4 6, Jackson
5-10 2-2 12, JONES 2-4 2-25, Harris 3-4 4-4
10, Lager 8-11 0-0 14, Campbell 7-15 3-4
t7, Williams 0-1 0-0 0 Totals 37-80 22-25
98
DETROFT (U)
Elicit 7.12 2-2 17, Mks 7-17 11-13 25.
Anderson 1.1 1-2 3, Dumars 5,14 3-4 14,
Thomas 5-12 1-2 11, Hunter 2-6 2-4 8. Wood
2 3 0 0 4, Tekuston 2.7 0.0 4, Jones 1•1 0-0
2 Tots' 32-73 20-27 88
Dallas
24 25 II 31-94
Detroit
27 14 25 22-118
3 Pant goals-Oallas 2-4 logler 2-2.
kfashburn 0-1. Campbell 0-1). Dem. 4-11
1-2. Duman 1-5, Thomas
1Hurefir 2-3. E
I 0,1) Fouled out-fione Rebounds-Dallas
50 (JONES 11), D11004 44 (MOS 13)
Ass,sts-Dallas 19 (Jackson 5), Dolma 22
[Mks 6. Dumars 8)

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
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bell made a layup. Mashburn
added a short jumper and a threepoint play to make it 90-82 with
1:31 remaining.
The Mavericks scaled the outcome by making eight free
throws in the final 52 seconds.
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Calloway's Marti McClard (20) goes up for a rebound with teammate
Molly Wisehart (55) Monday night against Fulton County.

BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***
YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd • Murray • 753-1111

Fulton Co. 54, LADY LAKERS 51

IS 16 47 - 54
Calloway County made a gal13 20 33 - St
FULTON CO, 150
lant comeback Monday night in
Cobb 9 Rctonson Snarl 19 Lync4 4 0054* 10 J
Jeffrey Gymnasium, but came up
Aoltanclor It A A.m.* 2 TOTALS FG 20-43
Tn4464017 0-7 FT A 12-79 5604406 33 1444041
one play short.
16 3
CALLOWAY ($1)
Calloway, trailing the entire
GrAn 4 144C0,1 S 4.0444.78 Bucy 13 U.1 9
5161144 10 S14314944410 3 TOTALS 70-4 17 55
game, had :06 left to inbounds
Three-40rd 473 FT-4 13-71 5404.405 25(Ow
the ball from underneath their
Art 101 134.341 14-7
own basket and take the lead in a
one-point game. A mix-up had 3-pointers. Valerie Shelton had
the wrong player triggering the
10 points in a limited role off the
inbounds play, which led to a tur- bench and Farrah Beach and Molnover and a 54-51 loss to Fulton ly Wisehart each had nine.
County.
Fulton County (16-3) was led
"I'd rather lose by one hundred
by Samantha Smith's 19.
than make a mental mistake and
"We dug ourselves a hole and
not get the ball inbounds," said came hack at them which makes
head coach Peter O'Rourke,
me feel good: we didn't quit,"
Fulton County's Wendy DonO'Rourke said, trying to find
low hit two free throws with :04 consolation in the disappointing
left to preserve the Lady Pilots' loss.
lead and give them the shaky
Calloway trailed by as many as
win.
14 midway through the third
Calloway falls to 14-7 with the quarter before their press began
loss with two games to play forcing Fulton County turnovers.
before meeting Mayfield on Wed- With :21 left to play. Beach hit a
nesday, March 2 at Murray High
3-pointer from 23-feet out to cut
in the first round of the Fourth
Fulton's lead to 52-51. Fulton
District Girls' Tournament,
missed a free throw four seconds
Vanessa Bucy led Calloway
with 13 points, including three •See Page 9
FULTON CO
CALLOWAY

.4•

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

444.4

•-m-esimmirms.me

. •••-16.111.71merTHO •••
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SPORTS

BRIEFS
Four SWC teams invited to join Big Eight
DALLAS (AP) — Texas, Texas A&M, Texas Tech and Baylor
have been invited to join the Big Eight beginning with the 1996-97
season, according to several reports.
The Houston Chronicle quoted three Southwest Conference
school presidents and the Houston Post and Dallas Morning News
cited sources in both leagues.
The remaining four teams in the 79-year-old SWC — Southern
Methodist, Texas Christian, Rice and Houston — have been told
they were not invited to join the Big Eight, the newspapers said.
Houston president James Pickenng confirmed that four schools
have been asked to leave the SWC and was "shocked" that Houston was not invited to join the Big Eight.
The SWC and Big Eight are negotiating television contracts
beginning after the 1995-96 season, when the current College Football Association deal expires.
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BC coach Coughlin to head Jacksonville
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) — Boston College coach Tom
Coughlin became coach of the expansion Jacksonville Jaguars
under a five-year deal reportedly worth nearly $4 million.
Boston College athletic director Chet Gladchuk said Coughlin,
also chosen director of football operations, made the decision
Sunday.
Coughlin would be the highest paid rookie coach in NFL history.
He said there is a "good possibility" he may bring some Boston
College assistants to the Jaguars.
Coughlin was 21-13-1 at Boston College in three years, taking
the Eagles to bowl games the last two years. He held assistant
coaching jobs with the NFL's Philadelphia Eagles, Green Bay
Packers and New York Giants previously.
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Bears sign former Detroit OB Kramer

IMC.

,titer

LAKE FOREST, Ill. (AP) — The Chicago Bears signed quarterback Erik Kramer, the first step to replace three-year starter Jim
Harbaugh.
Kramer, who helped Detroit win the NFC Central Division last
year, signed a three-year, S8.1 million contract. He started the final
four games last season, winning three, and completed 87 of 138
passes for 1,002 yards and eight touchdowns.
Kramer, 29, was signed by New Orleans in 1987 as a free agent
from North Carolina State, but was later waived. He spent two
years in the CFL before joining the Lions in 1990.
For his career, Kramer has 326 completions on 601 attempts for
3,967 yards and a 54.2 percent completion rate.
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Calloway comeback...

get

Blair goes for U.S. medal record
By RON LESKO
AP Sports Wrrter

Heiden, making her the most
decorated U.S. Winter Olympian
of all time.
She can earn that distinction
with any medal. But it will be a
major upset if anyone but Blair
climbs to the top of the podium at
the center of the Viking Ship
Olympic Hall, especially after her
fourth-place finish in Monday's
1,500 meters.
"I had a great, great race,"
Blair said. "I'm skating great.''
Blair almost passed Heiden,
who swept the five speedskaung

HAMAR, Norway (AP) —
Dan Jansen had his last stand.
Now it's Bonnie Blair's turn.
America's Golden Girl closes
her lustrous Olympic career with
Wednesday's 1,000 meters, and
there is plenty of history still to
be had fix Blair.
A gold medal gives her five for
her career, making her the winningest U.S. woman ever in the
Olympics. It also gives her six
total medals, one more than Eric

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
DeMarcus Doss scored 25 points
and sparked a second-half spurt
as Eastern Kentucky pulled away
Monday night to a 97-75 victory
over Tennessee-Martin in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
Doss scored 13 points, including one of his 3-pointers for the
game, during a 25-11 run that
gave Eastern Kentucky an 89-67
lead.
Eastern Kentucky (13-11 overall, 9-5 OVC) hit 13 of 26
3-point shots, including four each
by Arlando Johnson and Brad

ONO VALLEY CONFERENCE
CORIWI1114545

W

L Pet. W I
920 20 4
750 14 10
9
692 10 13
9
643 13 11
1
571 13 11
II 2116 1 14
31 231 6 17
3 1 214 120
21 143 420

lane St

13

TW1W6144

12

Auer Pley
E llanbary
Akironsal St
SE Wean
Wade Tom
Ism Tech
Tom Miran

Pct.
133
615
435
542
542
201
261
250
167

The Colonels led 17-8 with
14:31 left in the first half when
Tennessee-Martin (4-20, 2-12)
scored five straight to pull within

II Ford pulls...

17-13. Johnson countered with
two 3-pointers in 14 seconds to
give Eastern Kentucky a 23-13
lead at the 12:50 mark.
TENNESSEE ST. 94
TENNESSEE TECH 85
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Carlos Rogers had 32 points and
16 rebounds as Tennessee State
defeated Tennessee Tech 94-85
Monday night.
Tennessee State (16-10, 12-4
Ohio Valley Conference) dominated the first half. The Tigers
led by as many as 21 points three
different times. They led 55-36 at

FROM PAGE 8
later and Calloway had the ball
with a chance to win.
With :11 left, Beach missed a
short jumper and Linda Stubblefield and Wisehart each missed
putbacks from under the basket.
Calloway caught a break when
the ball went out of bounds off
Fulton with :06 left.
O'Rourke called time out and
addressed his team.
"I told them, We've got six
second left ladies, we've got the
game won. All we have to do is
get the ball inbounds and hit the
shot."
Instead of going out to the
wings, the ball came inside and
Fulton stole it, forcing Calloway
to foul. After Donlow's free
throws, Beach's half-court shot to
tie fell short.
"We really wanted this game,
it was good competition," said
O'Rourke. "Everybody said how
much difference Smith would
make and she did."
Smith, Fulton's 6-0 center,
missed the last game between
Calloway and Fulton and the
Lady Lakers prevailed 81-62 in
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Hickman. On Monday, Smith led
a powerful Lady Pilot inside
game that outrebounded Calloway 33-25. Fulton also hit 20 of
43 shots from the field.
Calloway, shooting just 17 of
55, heated up in the second half
after struggling to a 30-20 deficit
at halftime.
Fulton jumped out to a 39-25
lead midway through the third
quarter, but Calloway pulled
within 41-33 to start the fourth.
Using a full-court press, Fulton
turned the ball over four-straight
times and Jackie Geurin's free
throws cut the lead to 41-39 with
6:17 left.
Fulton went back on top 47-41
three minutes later and maintained that lead until Bucy drilled
a 3-pointer to make it 49-46 with
1:39 left. Geurin hit a jumper to
pull Calloway within 51-48
before one Fulton free throw
stretched the lead back to four
before Beach's long 3-pointer.
• In junior varsity action, Stephanie Holland scored 11 points
to lead Calloway (9-3) to a 41-22
victory. Kylie Johnson added
eight points and 14 rebounds and
Juli Yoo chipped in seven.

Read the classifieds

Blair said "I'm glad I took the
chance."
Only gold-medalist Emese
Hunyady of Austna had a better
time than Blair with one lap to go
Monday, a sign that left Blair
very confident about her chances
to defend her Olympic
1,0(X)-meter title
After finishing eighth in the
500 as an awcsuuck 19-year-old
at the 1984 Games, Blair won the
500 and took a bronze in the
1,000 in 1988

halftime
But Tennessee Tech (7-2(1,
3-11) came out strong in the second half. They whittled away at
Tennessee State's lead, going on
a 41-19 run, and taking a 79-714
lead with 5:06 left in the second
half.
The Tigers' Carlos Rogers tied
it 79-79 when he hit one of two
free throws with 4:37 remaining.
Tech took their last lead,
81-79, with 4:27 left. But they
were not able to closer than six
points after that.
Tim Horton added 27 points to
Tennessee State's total.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

FROM PAGE 8
Pitino said he would announce
punishment today, if any seemed
required.
The Southeastern Conference
will not take any action, said
Executive Associate Commissioner Mark Womack. He said
wrong free-throw shooters arc a
correctable error that must be
rectified before play resumes

after the next dead ball.
McCarty said Pitino didn't
make the change.
"I think Travis had a lot to do
with it," McCarty told WLEXTV. "Travis was like pointing at
me (and saying) 'He's the guy,
he's the guy.' I don't really think
the referees knew who was supposed to be shooting. • I just
stepped up there."

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS

FROM PAGE 8
being the deciding move in the
game.
The Tigers opened the third
with a 13-4 run, eight by Foster,
to open a 48-33 margin, and Fulton City never seriously
threatened the rest of the night.
The Bulldogs got seven points in
the quarter from Shawn Rose, but
Murray, taking the fast break
route at every opportunity, ended
the third in much the same manner as they opened it, outscoring
Fulton City 10-2 to open up a
20-point lead, 62-42.
Flanigan's offense returned in
the fourth quarter as he scored 14
more points, but by then the
'Dogs were too far behind to
come back. Foster added six
more points before fouling out
when he received a technical for
hanging on the rim.
Chris Allen backed up Foster's
27 with 17 points of his own,
while four players — James Curtis, Jason West, Damon Cohoon
and Robert Weatherly — added
six each. The Tigers were blazing
from the outside, connecting on
37 of 56 shots (66 percent), three

of 11 from three-point range and
six of 12 at the free throw line.
Murray won the rebounding
battle 34-19 with Foster grabbing
13.
Crumble added 14 points for
Fulton City while Rose had 12.
Leading scorer Danny Pettigrew
was scoreless as he saw limited
action for disciplinary reasons.
The Bulldogs were 23 of 47 from
the field, two of eight on threes
and 14 of 22 from the free throw
line.
"We put Ethan Crum on Flanigan in the third quarter and he
shut him down and we got the
ball inside to our players," Miller
said. "In the second half we play
real well and we picked up the
defensive intensity. We were a
step slow in the first half."
Murray, now 11-8, has two
games remaining in the regular
season before entering tournament play. The Tigers face Hickman County tonight at Clinton
before traveling to Fulton County
Friday night.
.Murray won the junior varsity
game 59-38. John David Poyner
led the Tigers with 16 points
while James Curtis added 15.

PREP POLL

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
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II Red hot Bulldog...

HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

'Your more than one company agency."
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events in 1980, two days earlier
than most people expected. She
blasted out to a quick early pace
in the 1,500, then fought to hold
her speed through the final 400
meters.
She finished just .03 seconds
behind bronze-medalist Gunda
Niemann of Germany, and her
time of 2 minutes, 3.44 seconds
was .48 seconds better than her
6-year-old personal record.
"I knew it would be real close,
but I've been real strong so I
knew it was worth a chance,''

Doss leads Eastern Kentucky over UTM
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8TH ANNUAL WEST TENNESSEE
BOAT, SPORTS a RV SHOW
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Jackson Fairgrounds
Activities Center

TWO Great Locations - One Low Price!
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Free Shuttle Bus Service Between Both Locations
Ei7" 4,000

cut

GP' High Performance Boat Tune-Up Seminars

I:3" Fishing Seminars
ri Garne Calls & Demonstrations
Over 100 Boats to 'Show & Sell'

Wednesday, Feb. 23
7:00 p.m., Racer Arena
Nom

Call 762-4895 For Tickets

FREE
Parking at
Fairgrounds

FREE

Ei RV's & Campers

Murray State
vs.
University of Kentucky

U0ø0

U

Trout Fishing Pond

GT Special Crappie Room, Filled wit Accessories

sir

I

Gallon Rolling, Stocked Aquanurn

Ejr Stocked
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RACER
FOOTBALL
lS
ANQUET

Li Pools Hot Tubs & Spas

Curris Center
Ballroom
February 25 -6:30 pm

RubberMaid Casting Kids Competition
117 'Big Freddie' & His Monster Car-Crushing Truck Demonstration
Li Family Day (Sensor Citizens & Kids under 12 FREE on Thursday)

Admission: Adults $5.00, Children (6-12) $2.50
Kids under 6 FREE

Show Times:
presonted by

POONOTIONS

Thursday & Friday - 2 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Saturday - 10 a.m. to 10 vow
Sunday - 10 a.m. to I p.M.

Tickets - $12.00
May be reserved by calling

762-6181

EDUCATION
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MMS seventh grader Ellen Foster, left, explains the game she made in
her art class. Also pictured (from left) Allison Hutson, Wesley Hart and
Troy Fields.

Students in the fourth and fifth grade classes at Southwest have been
doing animal studies of art. They learned how to sketch basic forms
Pictured Casey Cornelison and Tiffany Cunningham.

-4

East Elementary student Tabltha Dube was a student volunteer In the
effort to replace toys burned In the Blood River Baptist Church van
tragedy in December.

CCMS math students Mike Hudson, Eric Hicks, Chris Reinwaid and
Tony Hutson demonstrate how their group solved a math portfolio
problem using manlpulatives.
Dean Futrell, Adam Glisson and Matt Gingles won an earthquake preparedness poster contest sponosered by the Southwest Elementary
Library. They received free movie passes

THESAUR

3RDS OF A

MSU student Sonia Moreland teaches Patrick Gradie how to use sign
language in Barbara Wildey's class at Murray Elementary.

F
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CCMS students Josh Miles (left) demonstrates Tae-Kwon-Do basics to
their fellow TNT-7 students
/OW

Parent volunteer Ginger Norswoffhy prepares a bulletin bicArd for
fourth-grade teacher Janis Hicks.

WPSD meteorologist Cal Sisto visited Melissa Green's ninth-grade class
and showed students how to read weather instruments

Murray primary student Paul Frederich shares his pet "Mandy" with students during a study of pets and pet care.

North Elementary primary 2 student Sam Wilson won limited edition
football cards during the Calloway County cafeteria-sponsored Super
Bowl Day.

Jeremy Burriss and Troy Nichols, ninth-grade alternative education science students, make models of plant and animal cells using sugar
cookies and edible parts.

Roderick Reed talks to a group of Murray Middle School students following an address he gave at the school in commemoration of Martin
Luther King Day.

Instead of exchanging gifts this year, members of Linnie Hooks class at
East Elementary collected toys and money to contribute to the Santa
Project, coordinated by the Family Resource Center.

- TOYS - BOOKS - GAMES - PUZZLES -

0
Your child's education is very

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each districL Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-43631 or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

The future is in our hands...
Wee Care for your child's future.

Dictionaries
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important to us. That is why we

G°Iden Step

carry • large inventory of educational
and enjoyment reading material to
help your child learn and grow
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through their primary years.
47:6.4

come by and see the many different
titles we have to offer.

REA DMORE
BOOK-N-CARD

Chests ut
Murray

Saturday Workshops
Educational Supplies For
Parents / Teachers, Daycares,
Sunday School Teachers.
Downtown Murray • 753-5968

•

Full Day Educational Preschool Program
For Ages 6 Weeks To 5 Years
Cris 9 Garrison Dtrecior
Karl E Warm Marmot [recta
109 South 15th • *Aunty • 753-5227
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EvOLuTION OR CREA
TION'7 Another look at the
evidence April 24 7 30pm
Barkley Room in the C urns
Center MSU For informa
bon cal 753 4935

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in
advancel
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers ant requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any an. Murray Ledger & Times
will be responsible for
only one incorrect insertion.
Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

\orma loam's .\ails

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310

Hot Wax
Treat
Yourself Manicure

'10

530 se

753-1137

FAST REFUNDS
IRS Electronic Filing — $25.00
Tax Returns Prepared —
Simple Return $35.00

KDL Bookkeeping &
Payroll Service
Kathy Lee
502-474-2796
MINNOWS Second Car

Tir Ugly Duckling

M[0=1
locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-8011-THE-DUCK

3 Permanent
Positions Locally

7534916

SEARS

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates In Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon Wed Pizza salads
hot sandwiches gyros di
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1 800 649 3804

FOR SALE
Fresh Shrimp
From Jacksonville, FL
Fri 225 and
Sat 226
9 am-'
Wal Mart Parking Lot
Murray, Ky
Early orders acr.epted

Call 753-8694
FFOO Newry 5 Ibs or Moe

PAYING more than $1 850
per month for nursing home
care") You're paying too
much private pay facility,
you choose, doctor. hospi
tat pharmacy TN has $250
rebate monthly, your cost
then $1,600 Puryear Nursing Home. Puryear. TN
38251 901-247-3205
1994 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medscare supplement
insurance is now
standansed in 10
plans and we write
all 10
The pan A deductible
you, Of your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $696 or
1994
f-or TOR information
call.
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or mellowed&
1.800-455-4199
32,4 wo of erre.'

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

Due to company
growth in the Murray area 3 ilab openings exist in the
branch of a FORTUNE 500 company. If selected
YOU will be given
expense paid classroom training. We
will provide complete company benefits, major medical, dental, 40IK
sayings. Your starting income will be
SI600/mo. & up.
All
promotions
based on ment - no
senionty. To be accepted you need a
personpleasant
ality, be ambitious,
sports minded, have
grade 12 or better,
21 or older and be
bondable.
Call Mon.-Thurs.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Fri. 10 a.m.-Noon
502-247-3700
Ask For
Donnie Tinsley

DO you need a GED'7 Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career,We have 22 JOB
openings tor people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
We are an EOE This pro
lect is funded by the Western Kentucky Private Industry Council-JTPA

Sales Person
For Lawn &
Garden Dept.

EARN up to $1,000 weekly
processing Tall Start now.
no experience. free supplies bee information. no
obligation. send SASE to
Lifetime, Dept 28 PO Box
39. Bangs Texas 76823
EARN up to $3000, mo pro
coming mortgage refunds
in your area No experience
necessary 502-569-1962
EAST WORK' EXCEL
LENT PAY' Assemble pro
ducts at home Call toll tree
1 800-467-5566 EXT
8047
NOW taking applications
for responsible, dependable, mature employees
Must work evenings a,
weekends Guaranteed
hours Apply after dpm
Thur Sun Pizza Magic
Aurora No phone calls
PROFESSIONAL painters
with minimum of four years
experience in painting residential houses inside and
Out Applicuons can be obtained at Black's Decorat
ing Center 701 S 4th St
between Barn and 5pm
Monday through Friday
070
Domestic

k Childcare
CAREGIVER male ma
ure experienced, reliable
will sithelp with sick disabed elderly in hospital or
home errands grocery
shop etc Excellent refer
ences
753 6495 if no
answer, leave message on
answering machine and I
return your call
CLEANING houses is My
business Reliable and experienced references Call
Linda 759 9553

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road. South to Se
Haie Road hght on Se Hale Road Ls mle
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

753-0466

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107

Wayne
Lawn Service

Full time position
Expenenced required
Apply in person

Murray Home
& Auto

SEWING lobs wanted in
eluding formal wear
753 1061

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Class'
riedsevery day.including the Shopper.
for S160 a month (poi in advance)

Free EIbMillea
Reasonable Rates

Call 753-1916 for details.

02S

LONELY/ To meet singles
n your area All ages Contact Locus USA 2342 University Station, Murray KY
42071-3301

94 THINGS AND MORE

Watch For The

Covered Wagon!

LC'NLEY 45yr old white
divorced female wants to
share some togetherness
with single white male If
interested reply to PO Box
1731 Cadiz, KY 42211

149"-549"

Pro, 69'4-129"

259"
49"

• NORTHERN TRAILS SKI MACHINE
• WEIGHTS //a 6 fer

MEET nice singles w/
names, phone rs Down
Home Introductions
615-235.5000

WWI worth rho &Not
7534769

Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including, Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

• Green Houses
ACCEPTING applications
USA Union 76 Must be
able to work weekends
753 7333
BABYSITTER wanted in
my home 753-1078
BARKLEY Lake Water Dis
Um is accepting applica
Sons for a Water Plant Operator with a Class III A
license Applicant must live
in Trigg County Of relocate
to Trigg County Cornpeti
live salary and benefits
Send resume or application
to Barkley Water District
PC Bo. 308 Cadiz Ky
42211 Phone 924 5616
WANTED dependable
kitchen help & waitresses
Call for appointment
436 5496 or 436 2524
WANTED truck drivers la
borers mechanic a con
crate plant manager Days
615 232 7001 or nights
615 232 7771
YATCH Club now hiring
MOWS waitresses bar
lenders & some kitchen
help for recroseonal see
son Cali Becky 382 4444

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
12.60 2BR gas heat For 753 4509 or 753 6612
sale or trade 435 4477

ALPINE CD player 7904
Call
model, $200
436 5291

1977 SKYLINE 14X70 3br
14 bath, stove refrigera
tor, central h-a $7.200
Most be moved 527-0900

2 GARTH Brooks tickets lo
March 5th concert in Mur
freesboro TN Asking
$100,ea 615 232 6670
from 8am 12noon

BODY conditioner A toner
5 unites in 1
Call
502 753 6001
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavabng Inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828
CAMCORDER excellent
condition Call 437 4327

MERLE Norman 8 Uptown
Girl Boutique 814 Main St
Benton KY 527 8899 has
new beaded 8 sequined
prom dresses for rent or
sale We also have tuxedo
rentals 8. most formal wear
NEW metal siding A roof
mg Cover 36' cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489 2724
PROM dress mauve size
7-8 with matching pumps
$75 437-2420
RUGER MKII 22 pistol
blue extra magazine lock
ing box 199 00 new in
box 753 7213
SAUNA dry heat with a
vibrating bed
Call
502-753 6001
SUN tanning beds new 8
used, financing available
Parts, service A supplies
Call Sonny Hooks
7 5 3
9 2 7 4
1.800 540-9790

REFRIGERATORS $75
$125 stoves $100 $125.
washers 575 a $125. dryer
$125 Clean good condition 354 8528 call anytime

Set. 10-5

Offers a Corrplele Line of

121 South • Mayfield

8 'RYOBI radial arm saw
with stand like new 25'
console RCA color TV
$100 489 2218

Articles
For Sale

Jimir 1 Milo Lost of Murray on Hwy 114
M-F 10-6

Coming Soon!

5 FORMALS, I long
sleeves Approximately
size 9 10 Price negotiable
435 4490

4 CAR garage with office
paved lot 753 4509
money back, G
htUoArRyZNur
TEED, Available at Coast 800 2200S0 h Coleman
to Coast 604 N 12th St RE 753 9898
Murray, KY
DOWNTOWN office
space Court Square
upstairs beginning at $100
Business
includes utilities Call De
Services
bby at 753-1266
K T I and Associates offer
ng a full line of investigative PARIS TN apprommately
services Bel Air Center 8500 square toot in shop
ping center Extremely high
753-3868 or 436 6099
traffic count Ideal location
for retail outlet in develop
2711
ing retirement A trade cen
Mobile
rem Principals only
Homes For Sala
901 642 8781 weekdays

COI Reuel Prices leeryday ,

• STEPPERS

- .or
/16.

CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray

SAVE 1O5013/0
• TREADMILLS
Rangery from
6 ',bows a coos. Prom

• Outside Float System
• Float Trays

• Soil Less Mixes
• Finished Plants

135 MASSEY Ferguson
John Deere 2030 4006
Duetz 165 trailer 111314
plow John Deere 10h disk
8 row spray arms fold
Super C equipment
492 8411 leave message
8N Ford tractor
53 1794

$2 250

Now booking started & finished plants.

(502) 435-4415

1-800-831-3239

APPLIANCE
PARTS
To Fit Most Major
Brands

1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
airdairtli

HotPool

GE

k'Ichen rua
Sears

whir-KA°

ALL type guns 9mm SAW
3 clips in box 357s stain
less 38s 380s 32s
25 s SKS s A Seaters AK
Mali 90s rifles shotguns
Buy sell trade Phone
436 5650
FOR sale last chance to,
AK 47s ASKS s with milled
receivers 753 8738
GUNS & ammo moiorcy
de helmets work boots I
camping supplant Jerry
Sporting Goods Eith & Wai
nut Mayhew KY

ISM
Festreed
A FIREWOOD for sake
437 4667

amens

weoirsho"'

iaPPar

r-r.irtrig

"
40K C

WARD ELKINS
Court Square

Murray

71.1-1713

SOLD

SEASONED reerwood for
sale $10 no 4362491

CLASSIFIED

Apartments
For Rant

1 2 3BD apts Furnished
1993 14X80 Ardmore 3br, very nice near MSU No
7 5 3 1 25 2
2 bath central air gas heat pets
days 753 0606 after 5pm
759-9914
1993 GATEWAY 14X60 1BR near MSU appliances
mobile borne, 2br, full bath furnished Coleman RE
753 9898
central air gas heat, corn
pletely furnished with 1 OR 2br apts rear down
washer i5 dryer set up in town Murray 753 4109
Fox Meadows Call for ap2BR duplex, appliances,
pointment 753 7753
fenced back yard Available
1994 16X80 Gateway, 3br, March 1st $410imo depo2 bath northern insulation sit, references 492 8393
lots of extras delivered to
your lot Special sale price 2BR duplex available Feb
$19900 Gateway Mobile 15th on Northwood Or
753 5731 or 759 4686
Home Phone 527 1427
1994 WINTER special, 2BR duplex central ha, all
28X68 So hospitality, appliances $395/mo
northern insulation 3br, 2 753 9302 abler 4pm
bath formal dining room, all
appliances. One time price
$39.900 Gateway Mobile
Home Phone 527-1427
28R townhouse, new, spa
aous, all appliances includ
ng washer A dryer
753 4573

T-WMove
Mobile Homes
502.437.4608

2 NEW 16 wides, 3br 2
bath northern built, oaded
Where else can you buy,for
less than $20000 North
Gate Mobile Home Phone
527-1362
BRAND new, 14X70 3br, 2
bath, shingle roof vinyl siding Free delivery and set
up $16,900 North Gate
Mobile Home Phone
527-1362
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027
JUST arrived 1994 Clayton 16X80, 3br 2 bath,
winter special. northern in.
sulabon. all 94 colors, a
steal at $20.995 Save
$3.000 Gateway Mobile
Home Phone 527 1427
LARGE selection of Dou
Mews:les some with 2X6
walls northern built, start
ing at $27 900 North Gate
Mobile Home Phone
527 1362
OVER stocked on used
homes 10 12 and 14 wide
must go at some price
starting at $995 North Gate
Mobile Home Phone
527 1362
REPO 1984 Nova shingle
roof hard board siding fire
place extra sharp $800
down Gateway Mobile
Home Phone 527 1427

• Started Plants

Construction available on greenhouses.

Miscellaneous

MOBILE home lots for rent
492 8488

KILL ROACHES! Buy ENFORCER OverNite Roach
Spray Or OverNite Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills

CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436 2578
901 644 0679

MATTRESSES any size
Buy factory direct, Ask ab
out our Repads. Smith Mal
Factory
tress
502 851 3160

489-2342

Personal

EH

ANTIQUES by the piece Or
collections Call 753-9433
alter 5pm

WILL sit with elderly clean
house or run errands Full
Or part time Good ref
753 6170

ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns 8. tuxe
dos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 753 6981

Nesse For Real

PIANO FOR SALE
TWO mobile homes on the
Wanted responsible party
lake in Panorama Shores
to take on small monthly
payments on console Both 2br 1 bath One is
piano See locally Cali $200 mo the other
$165,mo Call 753 2249 at
1300 635 7611
ter 5pm
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753 9600
Mobile
240
Home Lots For Rent

OFFICE or business build•
ing with &Opining duplex
r13& 115 South 13th St on
the NE comer of 13th
Poplar Call 502 753-6001

GARAGE door, 16X7
steel Call 502 753 6001

it's time to start
thinking about
mowing
your
yard.
Call

Matical

WILL clean houses rea
sonable rates references
437 4064

(Doors open at 6 001

Ion scI1 sugar

staffs
illoway
Times.
by the
't your
4urray
khools

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

*alb

Help
Wweird

Help
Wsraed
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320
For 1MM
NOW taking applications
tor Section 8 low rent hoes
ing Apply in person at
SOuthside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended between Barn 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms handicap access
bie Equal Housing Oppor
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin
Ky
or call
502 437 4113
VERY nice 2br 2 bath du
plea appliances furnished
central gas heat & at
$475 mo 1 mo deposit 1
yr lease No pets Call
753 2905

1614 OLIVE all utilities
furnished, kitchen 8. living
room pnvileges Coleman
RE 753 9898

2BR brick carport 1
bath central h a ap
pliances yard mainte
nanoe included No pets
$400 Deposit t. refer
After 5pm
ences
753-6397
2BR house on So 7th St
5350 mo lease ti deposit
required 753 4109
4BR 2 bath fully furnished,
lakefront, deck, whirlpool
tub weekly or monthly
rates Coleman RE
753 9898
EXCEPTIONALLY nice
3br, 2 bath brick $650,rno
lease Z. deposit required
753 4109

Brakes for rent Pro Two
for vinyl siding 436 2701
CREEKVIEW Sell storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40,mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753 2905

2BR upstairs appliances
water furnished $285/mo
plus deposit 489-2296
413R 2 bath apts available
tor Jan occupancy Centel
ha applicances furnished
Located on Diuguid Coleman RE 753-9898
EFFI

111.',NTED

AKC Golden Retrievers
Shots Ai wormed Males
$150 Females $125 Dame
sire on premises
5671 No answer
leave message
AKC Pomeranian puppies
328 8016

EMBASSY 2br central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

AKC Registered Dalmatian
puppies Wormed $150-ea
492 8897

FURNISHED apartments
No pets 1 or 2 people only
Zimmerman Apartments
753 6609

HAVE an obedient sale
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEWLY constructed 1
2br apartment near MSU
Call 753 0472
NICE duplex 2br, central
hat appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
NICE new apartment lo
cared on MSU campus
2br fully furnished includ
ing washer A dryer Water
paid $400,mo plus deposit
753 9650
SUMMERS coming beau
tiful lake duplex, boat ramp
each 2br ved hook up
15min from Murray Top
5350/mo bottom $275mo
527 9639

PEGS Dog Grooming
753 2915

58 ACRES prime develop
ment property southwest o
Murray
Must sell
759 9247
CONDOMINIUM for sale or
lease Low utilities on site
security 753 3293 after
6pm
KOPPERUD Realty has
bums waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges It
you are thinking of selling
contact one ot OUI WWI°
ous and professional
agents at 753 12220, MOP
by office at 711 Main St

Help Wanted

SAVE BIG BUCKS on
Quality Built Energy Elfi
cient Manufactured
HorneV One of Tonnes
sees LARGEST I OLD
EST Dealers. Dinkrns Palo
bile Homes Inc Hers 79E
Parts TN 1 800 642 4891

Old Oak Tree
Restaurant

Mabee
Howse For Rent

Located.
Buchanan Resort

2811 furnished at Grogan s
fit65-mo wort tease & de
posit
759 2570
e.753 3160
29R Grogan & Mobil*
Honer Volpe Appkanoes
• oast turnahod Coo
man RE 7539198
PliCE COMP 20, 110.00.0
614UONMIONS /AMON Wort
CORA MOW Cey IIISFYYNO
791 list

.lar
SHADY 0.s2
eseeinc w gia Wellang
tame ft otboo• 733 3208

All Positions Needed
Apply In Person:
Thursday (Feb. 24th, 10-2)
Friday (Feb. 25th, 10-2)
Saturday (Feb. 26th. 10-2)
842-6.512 or 642-28214

Rusty, Psa• Matt/tow
.1116,
66016.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

NEW duplex *or sale Cam
br,dge Estates Gene
Steely 753 6156
ROBERTS Realty Cabo
way County s oldest and
most rebate, real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs cal them today at 75.3-1651, Sycamore and 121h St
UNDER construction 1800
square loot duplex located
Folbrook subdivision oti
°Liquid Rd Bock veneer
central gas 753 4873 alter
6pm

100X140 SOUTHWEST
Vita subdwision Alf city
utilities $18500 firm
753-4873 after 6pm
2 ACRE lot in Lynn Grove
435 4336
in Southwest
LOT 8 1
Villa Subdivision 150%140
trees all utilities available
Call 502 753 6001

50 ACRES half tillable half
young timber good road
east ol Murray $37 500
terms 759-1922 owner
ISO
Homes
For Sale
2BR, I bath with storage
building 11 miles horn
town on Hwy 94 W
435 4560

5 ROOM kerne BOOS* Orr
approximately 4 lot Coldwater community
1 247 1708
LIKE new home dose to
town with small acreage
this stylish home has
amenmes galore' Vaulted
ceilings 'replace enter
tainrnent center and coy
wed patio are lust a lee of
the Natures you Stove The
fourth bedroom with out
side entrance can serve as
an in house business con
ter or in Law quarters Make
your appointment today ,
$127 500 Contact Kop
perud Realty 753 1222
MLSe5463
READY for Springtime !iv
ing this home in Spring
Creek Oaks features 5br
large living spaces Peach
tree windows fireplace
and vaulted ceilings The
large master suite has at:
the amenities with walk in
closet and master bath Be
sure and add Ms to your list
to see at the asking price of
$159900 its a real value
Contact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 MLSI/5440
FOR sale by owner Extra
nice 26 yr old cabin on 4
wooded lots in Calloway
Co Suitable home tor small
family 1,, miles horn Cy
press Springs Marina Must
see to appriciate
1 554 4776 or 436-5903
JUST listed, Spacious 3br
2 5 bath home located on a
quiet street New central
gas heat & air were added
in 92 Large closets & stor
age space generous sized
rooms 8 immediate pos
session make this a home
you need to see, Listed to
sell at $75000 Kopperud
753 1222
Realty
MLSI5469

BR 1 barn brick home 13
mites Southeast of Murray
$50000 759 1352
ANOTHER new in town list
trig at Kopperud Realty
3br brick rancher wets car
port Offered at $39500
753-1222
Phone
MLS•5495
BRICK duplex 2br central
neat & sr all appkances
14 yrs Ord in Northwood
753-9302 after 4pm
FOR SALE BY OWNER
3br 14 bath brick ranch
Eat-in kitchen formal di
ning room living room
family room with 4 bay
window Central gas heat &
air wall to wall carpet
ceiling tans ,acuz.z Lot
75x150 adiacient lot available Walk to banks 8 stropping Priced to sell mid
$70 s Call for appt
753-4359
REDUCED, Immediate
possession Southwest
school district, 3br. 2 bath,
eat in kitchen dtning room
Deck 8 shop 759-9359
TWO story 30( 21i bath
wick home with carport
Located in Whttnell Estates This lovely home has
a large living room-dining
room complex as well as a
large kitchen and family
room with hreplace The
master bedroom has a
large bathroom w,swalkin
closet Two bedrooms are
connected by a large bathroom and one bedroom has
a walk-in closet The partially finished attic is perfect
for a workroom or playroom The outside IS surrounded by beauty Must
see to believe Shown by
appointment only
753-4370
A70
kkalcucyckitt

VEHICLES LOW VW
Cats wowed of IRS
DEA. Fat namereree
Triadic, bows, reser
Prom... oompures and
mere' Cas Tall Free,
I MOO 48A4/147
Ekt A-reel
1990 GEO Tracker. Nadi
converObie, 4X4. se, 5sp.
cassette. 26.XXX miles,
$6,950 753-2976
1991 NISSAN 240SX SE.
cherry red lowed extra
sharp 51 XXX miles,
$11 000 Gail 436-5291
1993 NISSAN Maxima, sun
root Bose compact disc
cassette stereo auto di'
mate control. one prseats.
cis excellent condition
489-2335
REPOS 6 company executive cars 1988 Lincoln
Town Car 1990 GMC 1500
Sierra SL pickup 1983
Porsche 944 First Trust
Corp 502-753 7958

1112
Vans
1983 CHEVY custom van
94 XXX miles 305 eng
loaded 759-9056
1990 FORD Aero Star EX T,
47xxx miles one owner,
fully loaded extra nice
753-5539 75310509

William
Duncan
Building
Contractor

C & C NURSERY The
Da yttly People' We now do
perennial gardens land
scaPng Rimmoril spring
Clearioci6 yard work 8 trac
Lox work Call Charlie &
Cind Tumbow 753 2993

$52 900
is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sq. ft.
BRICK HOME.Three bedrooms, 2 full baths,
28' great room, eat-in kitchen, large master
suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace, central heat &
air and many more amenities. Custom built
on crawl space. Garage, basement and other
options available.

CYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Over &WO Sattsfsed Customers
Since 1958

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003

(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800

1984 OLDS Delta 80, 2dr
loaded V-8,good condition $2,500 759-9311
1985 PLYMOUTH Horizon,
one owner, local car, auto,
a/c good condition
753-7597
1985 PONTIAC Sunbird,
5sp high mileage, good
condition. $1.850
492-8376
1986 BUICK Skylark. 4dr,
minor body damage,
$1.650 435-4294
1987 CAMERO V-8 RED
WITH T.TOPS SHARP'
90 XXX MILES 759-4823
1988 TOYOTA Supra,
white, 59,XXX miles, good
condition, all power. alarm,
$8.200, obo 753-7636
leave message

Classified Ad
Sale!
- February Only Run a Classified Line Ac
3 days get 1 day

FREE
)
.
1
...
days - 2 days tree, 9 days - 3 days free

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
V Ads must run three consecutive
days.
✓ No changes will be made in copy.
✓ Paid days will run first.
✓ No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads will
remain in effect. If you are a regular classified
customer and your ad is already scheduled to
start In February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

I Take Advantage
Of Thls
Salo and

SAVE!

Call

7534016
to place your ad.

Experienced builder
Of nooses garages,
pole barns 8 Storage buildings Also
remodeling Call for
estimates no job
WO large Or too
small

474-8267
B8G Matnienance & lawn
care Free estimates Ask
BR 759 4490
BOBS Plumbing Repair
Sely100 All work guaran
753 1134 or
teed
436 5832
CARPET installation 30
plus years experience
commerical and residerSal vinyl de berber Work
guaranteed Measures and
repairs Cali 474 2131 or
437 4543
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes tor
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

CHIN Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senor
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COUNTERTOPS oJstom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff s Recovery Murray
136 5560
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and so'
Call Gary at
vice
759 0754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe *Ora septic sys
terns 354-8161 after 4pm
CUSTOM bush hogging
tilling (up to 6-deep)
489 2995
DRYWALL finishing repairs additions arid blow
trig ceilings 753 4761
ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heating Cooling & Electric
Inc Service sales and in
stallahon 15021 435-4699
435 4327
EXPERIENCED dry wall
finishing References a,al
able 436 2060

Protect Your Number One Investment
1981 FORD 1 ton dually. 5
passenger sleeper. 5th
wheel puller 460 Ford.
auto at, excellent condition $5 500 436-5811 or
436 2071 after 6pm
1989 MAZDA B2200, good
condition. $3 500
489-2973 if no answer,
leave messae

MA DIY PAINTING

Mb

a

PAPERH ANGING
'vs tesnitei
anitilLACIIIII
if FAB ar-115_40 w

Rewinds sea.
Miele Ades

HO Standards With An Extra Touch For Detail

1992 YAMAHA PW-50. ex
cellent condition. $600
435-4318

ilkti'Liiritg.

I

Oared

Sank«
Olheed

For Sale
NEW 401(50 commercial
metal building in Lynn
Grove frontage Hwy 94 W
corner lot 753-4873 alter
6pm

SIN

NEI swains

ICII Homes

1985 175V Astroglass dc
bass boat One owner 150
Merc trailer brakes
$6495 753-8828

Simplicity

1 1 1 1 A Hauling moving
dean up, odd tobs tree
trimming, tree removal
mulch hauling Free estiTim Lamb
mates
436-5744
1 1 1 A Hauling, tree trimming. tree removal cleaning out sheds, attics, 8 odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071
Kevin Lamb
Richard Lamb

Computer Cut Vinyl, Logos and Letters Custom
Banners, Plywood Signs. Magnetic Signs Vehicle
Letterng PlexigLsss Signs, Window Lettering, Real
Estate Sign Office Signage, Greeting arid Advertising
Posters Sancloiasted Redwood Signs, Architectural
Signs Metal and Foam Letters Bronze Plaques Trade
Show Sig/1st/splays Any Custom Wood Works
Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
Hee Accept MasterCard it Visa

GARLAND'S

ANTENNA Repair and in
stallabon Replace or install
quality Channel Master an
tennas rotors and ampli
hers Beasley s Antenna
Buchanan
Service
901 642 4077

AL:.

PROFESSIONAL PAINTING
104 N. 13th St.
753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES
Interior and Exterior
Residential & Commercial ec:
^71

A-1 carpentry work, house
plans drawn remodling,
decks, homes built, no lob
to small, free estimates
Call J6C Construction
436-5398

ALPHA Builders Carper,
try, remodeling porches
rooting concrete driveways,painting mainte
nance etc Free estimates
489-2303

753-2925

WOOD WORKS
02
(!) 118

Al, AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal mowFree estimates
ing
759-1683

ALL gutters 8 leaves
cleaned Leaf pickup 8
hauling Call David Bailey
at Sartart Lawn Care
753-6986

Also Repair Work

BCS Tillers

Al IA teat raking 8 mulching light hauling 436-2528
ask tor Mark

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm 759-9816 753-0495

,ricier
111161011

Opening For Business Feb. 21s1

1987 PROCRAFT bass
boat Evinrude motor foot
operated trolling motor 2
depth finders 2 live wells
bait well etc 753-9609
NEEDED good used boats
8 motors tor sale on cosign
ment No sale no charge
436 5464 Wayne Darnell
Marine repair 8 miles out of
Murray on Hwy 121 S

Authorized
BRIGGS A STRATTON
and KOHLER
Service Casa

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenfriefe Westinghouse
Wholpool 30• pees tr.
BOBBY
0•114111Ce
HOPPER 436554$
BACKNOE SERVICE
'MN,ALLEN spec tank
eelealaren mamba meteor
sem ?SO ISIS
BACKHOI Genes Him
teuriessons wan,
st: Manias Ms
tossanl
NJ WI
:Zia &Mee NOY
HU NOS SmIlass ens
ear*. MO.leamesimaie
sir N1149611

GENERAL Roper piernbmg roofing tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl Siding paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
likeness 436 2701
HADAWAY Construction
Remodebrig. vinyl Soding,
vinyl replacement ern
does vinyl flooring
436 2052

Sc LAWN SERVICE corn
nvercial or resident.* tree
estimates Call 753 4001
after 5pm

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters .,ariet,
of colors l..censeci ii
sured Est'nate aiiailab.e
759 4690

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing. con
creep Free estimates Call
474.2307

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center clearing
servicing $15 most repa rs
$35 Free estimates Route
I Awn° Open 0 12 1 5
Mon Fri 753 0530

SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled reSidenbar CS corn
mercial Servall Gutter Co
753 6433

door repair
WINDOW
20yrs eiperience
753 2330

HEATING Ron Hall Heat
mg Cooling and Electric
Co Service unit replacement and complete install
bon Licensed gas installer
Phone 435 4699

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING 'Serving Calloway Co
for 22 years
Carpets,
Upholstery-Emergency
water removal 753-5827

SUREWAY Tree 8. Stump
Removal Insured with lull
line ot equipment Free esltmates Day or night
753 5484

580
Free
Column
FREE puppies Will be me
drum Size dogs 753 9873
FREE puppies Lab
papers 753 4838

HOROSCOPES
WED\F.SDAN. t•EBRI. ,-%R1 23.1994
the your personalized daily Jeane 13ixon horow:ope. based on your iian
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phoix. cotttpattr. will hill r,,u 95
cents a minute.)
TODAY'S CHILDREN are both sensitive and sympathetic. ;mare oh
other people's needs as v.ell as their own. Their famous Piscean ESP will
serve them well throughout their lives. Wise parents will encourage these
somewhat timid youngsters to make choices at an early age. Their sell esteem will grow as they gain confidence in their decision-making abilities.
These Pisces' love of whimsy is reflected in their homes. They would make
onderful authors of children's books!
T., 0/lief a wired And usdned uiçv Of Scam Inion's bear selling hook "Yeoyrdd
.111.1
How kstrinoio tan /kip 1 du Find Your Racy in God • Plan 'nrrdhuiiiSplxnitl pieagi.• dry! hdnifirny i• •
l)rre, i,, Andrew• and SisSteel PO Buy 414:42. Kansas ('ir, 'iii, 51141 Make .in•Lks
•hk.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Sharing more responsibility at work
stilt help every-one involved. Trust
your intuitive powers and there will
be no Z.':ireer mountain you cannot
climb. Keep up with current events:
doing so helps you make better business and financial decisions. Travel
will play a key role in romance this
summer. If divorced and dating. be
careful not to neglect your children.
Family ties must take precedence as
the winter holidays approach.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: educator W.E.B.
DuBois. newscaster Sylvia Chase,
singer-musician Johnny Winter.
football great Ed "Too Tall" Jones.
ARIES (March 21 -April 191:
Talking things over with an executive could give you valuable
answers. You must become more
objective about someone who has
become an irritant. Loved ones give
you fresh insights regarding an old
problem.
TAURUS.(April 20-May 20):
Follow your intuition in domestic
matters. You can save money by
taking care of things yourself. Exercise self-discipline when faced with
tedious tasks.
- GEMINI (May 2I-June 201: Do
all you can to win what you want.
Help comes from a surprising
source. Rearrange your schedule to
accommodate others, and leave
some time for On. A romance is just
beginning.
CANCER (June 21 -July 221:
Your popularity is on the rise. Good
manners will win you the affection
of someone difficult to please.
Remember, you need all the support
you can get.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: Pay no
attention to older individuals who
think they have all the answers. New
starts are favored. Realize it is foolish to continue destructive habits —
replace them %kith healthy new ones.
VIRGO i Aug. 23-Sept 22 \
great day to engage in grout,
ties. Lend your special talents,
especially if no money is involved.
Dignified behavior is a hi ilus, so

long as you do not act too soil.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
agenda attracts new friends and supporters. Promote your ideas with
flair. A long-distance reunion could
he. opportune. You benefit both
physically and mentally from a
change in lifestyle.
SCORPIO iOct. 23-Nos. 21.
Be careful not to make a big production out of something you overhear.
What develops next Will dictate your
best course of action. Consult
experts before signing contracts.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
211: Be open-minded about changes:
others will admire your flexibility.
Stay in touch with friends who have
helped you in the past. They could
do so again! Cultivate your writing
or putgic,speaking skills.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
191: Use your organizational talents
to help the disadvantaged. Tackling
a special project will rebuild their
confidence. Mate is in sympathy
with your long-term goals.
AQUARIUS iJan, 20-Feb. 181:
Balance work with play. Patience
and faith will see you through some
difficult financial times. Practice
small economies. Do not blow
fuse if romance does not go your
way!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 2(1)1
Stay upbeat when you encounter
une.xpected roadblocks. Old friends
will come to your rescue. Be more
patient with higher-ups: see things
from their point of view. Map out
plans with loved ones.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461

•
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOGI vo000.NORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
and

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And See 0Or SIxernoorn •
4011 Sunbury • Murray (Wind Sonny &NW
753-5940

Get the
Spring Air Mattress
& Foundation
In the Firmness

Twin Firm
Al Loe As

You Want..
Back Supporter,
Luxury Firm,
Extra Firm
& Firm

•

ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair itt custom
woodworking 753 8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory framed by 3 maw
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
lot Andy at The Appliance
Works 753 2455

Sereses
Wand

011ainil

4.77% Interest Rate
for this Exceptional Sale
All Mazda B Series Trucks can be purchased
at this low interest tor a limited terve Any
Mazda Gab Plus Reg Cab 4x2, 4x4, 4 cyl or
V 6 Engine

Exceptional Sales Event
Exceptional Mazda Truck
Exceptional Low Interest

4.77% A.P.R.

=Carroll Mazda753-0E150

ess CEHOSInut

Murray, KY

SPRING
MR

FREE
FRAME
Yours eta
purchase al any
Spring Ale
LACY 3.w:ewe
matched seep
Sal

Queen Firm
As Low As

Exclusively Spring Air.
ivy Vome Mug*• somcn PS,. [Atm mime.
its meol.
m WxwvI AO Yoh lkomols.
v..i §,appprs k011.qh0 ••••••••••nip wax mad.eas••••••••• ir ••• l.a Supc...
mow ••••••••••••• d••••• on...•• Scom Am Yob Sumomt m
soMmo
mPoom MOWIti r5

PURDOM
Furniture 8, Mattress

753-4872

wesikwieswessex-es

...;.4.4111,40164•104.1•0.4444-.0

-
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LOOKING BACK

CONTRACT BRIDGE

A Give-Away Plan

3zic and

South dealer
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•J 9852
•5
•K Q
•974
WEST
EAST
4. 6
•7 4 3
•A Q 10 9 7 4
•86 32
•986
•3 2
•A 5 3
•QJ 108
SOUTH
•A K Q 10
•K J
• A 1074
* K 62
The bidding
South West
North East
le
2V
Pass
2•
4•
Opening lead - nine of diamonds
There are plays that are basically
simple and yet are frequently overlooked. Usually, the reason for missing the play is because it's so unusual
that it does not enter the player's
mind and an opportunity to shine
passes him by. When the play is later
called to his attention, he wonders
how he could have missed it.
For a typical case, examine this
deal furnished by Bruce Bell, New
Zealand expert. He was West and led

eamiess
variety

a diamond against four spades Declarer won thediamond with the ten.
cashed the A-K-Q of trumps and AEQ of diamonds, then led a heart
from dummy
East followed low and South
played the jack from his hand, hoping East held the queen of heartswhich would have assured the contract But West took the jack with the
queen and continued with the ace of
hearts Declarer ruffed in dummy,
but then had to lose three club tricks
and go down one.
All of South's plays were correct
except the last one. Had he resisted
the temptation to trump West's ace
of hearts at trick nine,and discarded
a club from dummy instead, he would
have made the contract West, still
on lead, would have been compelled
to play a club or a heart next, and
either return would have handed
declarer his tenth trick
It is true that declarer, by refusing to ruff the ace of hearts at trick
nine,loses a trick he does not have to
lose - and to that extent it is an
unnatural play to make.
But it is equally true that toeing
two heart tricks to West, instead of
only one,insures the contract-and
making the contract is always the
first consideration in bridge.
Tomorrow A highly sophisticated play

waelabee

iod VCR
fioaneng
repass
Routeis
12 I 5
10
repao
ience

It be me
53-9873
m14 No

T 05411
or 95

are ot
iP soil
r these
it self
iilutics
I make

EXERCISE
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id sups VI ith
i could
t both
70M a

Does Your Heart Good
American Heart
Association

Ten years ago
Euple Ward, executive director
of Murray•Calloway County
seed Line Association, spoke at
a meeting of Hasel Woman's
Club.
Murray High School Tiger
Curls Basketball Team heat Hickman County 66 to 61 in three
overtimes at Hickman. High team
scorers were Connie Spann for
Murray and Watson for Hickman.
MHS Tiger Boys Basketball
Team heat Christian County.
High team scorers were Jay
Wells for Murray and Taylor and
Lewis for Christian.
Elisabeth Daniels celebrated
her 94th birthday on Feb. 7.
Mr and Mrs. Nix Crawford
were married for 50 ytears on
Feb 17.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Fleming,
Jan. 214; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.

Jeffrey Lynn Haley, Feb -3; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Linn,
Feb. 7.
Twenty years ago
Kelly Lynn Potter, IS, died
Feb. 21 from inaines when struck
by a car on North Seventh Street,
Murray. She is a student at Murray High Sch000l
The national gas shortage is
beginning to hit home even more
in Calloway County, and local
gas station operators paint a
bleak picture for area motorists
Several persons attended the
second bicentennial event, a his.
toncal show and tell, at University Branch of Bank of Murray on
Feb. 16.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Calloway County High
School Lakers in a basketball
game. High team scorers were
Tyrone McCuiston for Murray
and Greg Howard for Calloway.

I just read your
DEAR
column in which you advised a 20year-old male to pursue surgery for
sgynecomastie (oversized breasts
in males..
I know all too well the humiliation and embarrassment that young
man is feeling. I suffered all
through my high school and early
adult years with gynecomastia.
always terrified that I'd have to
remove my shirt in front of others
- unable tee wear anything hut the
most concealing clothes. I avoided
-many pIrrrit-TrY-rierivrtrex with
friends, and, at times, would even
question my own masculinity.
At age 31. I finally decided that
things didn't have to he th.it vs ,iv

contacted a beard-certified plastic
surgeon and underwent an outpatient bilateral mastectomy. It
changed my life. My only regret is
having waited so long.
I've since taken up weightlifting
and have developed a new body
Now when people stare at my chest.
I know it's my pectoral muscles
they're admiring. The real hoot is
that some of the single ladies in my
office aren't shy about touching no
peers or biceps. just to see hoW I'm
progressing. Talk about going from
pain and humilietieninadmjratiorrPlease convey to the. young man
who wrote you that he's definitely
not alone in his experiences. I'd
also :idyls, him to run not

Thirty years ago
The Murray-Calloway County
United Fund Drive for 1963-64
has reached its goal of $22,000,
according to Don Tucker and
Gene Calve'', co-chairrnen of the
fund drive.
Dr. Hugh Houston talked about
"Hcan Disease" at a meeting of
Murray Rotary Club at Murray
Woman's Club House_
Five students from School of
New Hope were entertained for
an hour of swimming at Murray
State College Pool on Feb. 15.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. George Faith, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Shipley, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Clifton McCalIon, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Morrison, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Dwight Moore, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Darrell Duncan, and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Ross Foster.

to the nearest competent plastic
surgeon. He'll never do anything
that veil! do more for his peace if
mind and self-esteem.
A I el'Y IN HELTON, MO.
DEAR GUY: Thanks for a
wonderful testimonial from
a guy who has been there.

DEAR ABBY, I have been fellowmg with great interest your letters
fromr-people,with 'Odd names. My
first name is Philomeni. ,the French
of Philomena - a had situation
made worse). It has an accent on the
first
and is pronounced PHIL-o-

BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

Dm4E25 54,D MY ESi5zeA7T
ON rsiE t5MiIN Carry<
wAS A.. WRONG

By GARY LARSON

se•

2-Jan
talents
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CALVIN and HOBBES
Has tuo r 71,4"
THE ONE 440 DOE •
SPREAO 4IM
AND SAVE A NE*

b. I8i:
itience
1 some
ract ice
51055 a
your

Forty years ago
Thomas H Overcast, third
class. USN, is serving aboard
attack cargo ship, USS Libra with
the U.S Sixth Fleet in Mediterranean Sea.
Members of Tn-Hi-Y Girls
Club at Murray High School conducted a house to house canvass
for the 1954 Heart Fund Drive on
Feb. 19, according to W.D. Shoemaker and Kathleen Patterson,
co-chairmen of the drive for Murray and Calloway County.
In high school basketball
games, New Concord beat Lynn
Grove, Brewers beat Kirksey, and
Benton heat Murray Training
High team scorers were Gene
Mathis for New Concord, Williams for Lynn Grove, Morgan
for Brewers, Stone for Kirksey.
Meadows for Benton. and Dale
Barnett for Murray Training.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS

. 20.
iroducerhear.
IC your
onsult
Is2-Dec.
ianges:
ihility
o ha% e
• could
Writing

13

men, as if there. sere no last -e." It is
not pronounced Philo-MEAN, Ph
MEANIE. Phi-LOM-erne. Elkins la.
Philodendron, or -- I really hate. his
inc - Philistine.
If I leave a message that
Philomene called, nobody. calls me
back. Spelling it doesn't help: trust
me'.' Using Ms, plus my last name.
also French, and not easy either
would be considered pompous in our
casual university environment. People will return calls to "Phil," but
even though I answer mv phone.
ask to speak with -him." Yesterday
a caller exclaimed, "Oh, you're a
girl!" I cheerfully replied, "Well.
since the operation." Illow was I
know they were from the National
Science Fe ea ndation?
The Direct Mail Advertisers of
America have long since decided
that I was a guy. as did the. Marine
Corps. who asked me. to be one of
the few good men. There are some
advantages. if course: People.
remember y.eu. They remember you
have. an odd nartle: they just don't
remember what it is 1A.st you think
In a recent immigrant, my mother
was Margaret Sind h from Akron.
Ohio. IShe swore her intentions
woe good..
My advice to parents is to name
your kids something that people can
spell and pronounce'- cr hope they
learn to fight young..Your offspring
won't mind spelling an unu.sca
name the first 28,000 times. but
then it gets old.. A rose by any eaho
name would still be. a rose, but I
assure vu, a Philomela. by another
name wee Id finer heen a heck of a
different jierson.
DAVID AND ALAN'S MOM
IN LA JOLLA. CALIF

DEAR DAVID AND ALAN'S
MOM: Don't knock it. You have
a delicious wit. And I'm told
that most humor has its basis in
trauma. Would I lie to you on
-----se\fecorge Washington's birthday?

h

ounter

friends
-; more
things
.ap out

What/ MacDougal is being promoted over me/
Well. that does it' I won I take no orders
from no stinkin sodbuster'

CATHY
SOMEONE NEW IS COMINC,
HERE TONIGHT, ELECTRA
woo- THAT 8E FUN?

SEE?. .rLL 3U5T OWE
VOU A NICE SHAMPOO. .
A LITTLE CONDITIONER .

BLOW DRY YOUR MR...
Ruff UP 90uR.
PUT ON A 80W ...
CLIP LIOUR. NAILS...
SPRITZ VOUR BREATH ..
DOESN'T THAT FEEL BEITER?

ir WHEN ONE Of US NS fl 71
ORTE, THE WHOLE FAMILY .1
TURNS INTO POODLES. r

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

j

.41

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
)0UMEi‘N,meriofrusec?

-you'RETCO /147/CliNG FOR
THAT!

yoorie .gf/

I'M GOIN&TO 5E.45
THIS YE/4e THAT MID DLE AGE!TRAPS WREN
MENOPAUSE
tiApPe.NSI

Wit'eXAcTo/ tS
MENOPAUse

vrs Lif<
pusexTy
IN REVEIKS.E.

Ti

to1,0

1 Boy
4 W Coast coil
8 No
12 Female sheen
13 Coal or oil
14 Actor Robert
De 15 Reno's state
labbe
16 Turpentine,
eg
18 Aromas
20 Actress Perlman
21 Roman two
22 Hyson
23 Baba au 27 What cows
chew
29 Physique lit
30 Filmdom's
Sharon 31 - art
32 Large vehicle
33 - humbug'
34 Exists
35 Engine
37 Mesh
38 Actress -

GARFIELD
But ArTER SEVERAL GRUELING A SMALL VICTORY
PAYS, I'M NAPPY TO REPORT) PERHAPS, Bur

1 NAVE SLOWED telce WEIGHT
GAIN TO A CRAWL!

A VICTORY
NEVER THELE5

1

2

3

Hagen
39 Dye plant
40 Reagan s son
41 HuSband of
Mrs
42 Winter
garment
44 Chemical dye
47 New
Testament
book
51 Southwestern
Indian
52 Shakespeare s river
53 What a
nuisance"
54 Bandleader
- Brown
55 Starch from
East Indian
palm
56 ''Auid Lang

12

31

7

8

9

to

24

25

14
17
20
23

29

30
33

36

34

37

311

40
42

55

6

32

35

.C.

3 Empty
4 Flying
saucers
labbr I
5 -- -de-sac
6 Ogled
7 Hawaiian
greeting
8 Dig up
Towel
9
insignia
10 Psychic -

22

39

47

A Y_S
CLAN
THAMES
SLID
'TEt
AFRO
P EEN
-S
'
S
G ARD
E
E
"U„
s
t.e0DF I
Ar
L T
S ENOR
EMBER
ERASE
—
1994 United Feature Syndicate
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YES! NE'S REALLY
ENJOYING HIS
LUNCN ...IN FACT,
TNEY ALL ARE!

5

16

21

MOM? DAD'GUESS
LONAT! SNOOPY r
ALUAKE,AND HE'S
EATINS

Answer to Previous Puzzle
GII ,R.D
REBEL
EXOTIC
CLFP IC
N C
AREOLA'N
P - UENDED
A P B
'EER

57 Le- tters of
alphabet
DOWN
1 Comedian
Jay -2 Filled with
reverence
4

15•
16
19

PEANUTS

41

43

44

48

SO

45
5,

53

54

56

57

Geller
11 Term of
endearment
17 Concerning
19 N E state
22 Heavy weight
24 One of
Santa s
syllables
25 Fixed
quantity
26 Arizona city
27 Robin Cook
thriller
11
28 Once - a
time
29 Saloon
30 Used a chair
32 Mountain
that erupts
33 Inventor
Franklin
26
36 Palm loly
37 -- public
document
certifier
38 Actress
Andress
40 Invasions
41
Better
Blues
43 Old
Testament
lid
iabbr
44 PrInCely
Italian family
45 Roman road
46 Loch
monster
47 Fuel
48 Actress
Gardner
49 Ship s record
50 Actress
Woods

UU
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DR GOTT

fiy Peter II. Gott. M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: tni a 51 year:old
male with severe emphysema I try to
tat right, take vitamins and exercise
five days a week Are there special
exercises for emphysema patients'
I'm concerned that I might damage
my heart by exercising too hard
DEAR READER You won't dam
age your heart by exercising, unless
you really overdo it and fail to pay
attention to what your body is telling
you (fatigue and difficulty breathing..
There are no general exercises for
emphysema patients Most are
encouraged to engage in mild to-mod
crate exercise, as symptoms permit
There are, however, special breath
ing exercises, which you can learn
from a lung specialist or respiratory
therapist. that may improve your
breathing efficiency Ask your doctor
to refer you to a pulmonologist for
such exercises - and other tips that
will help you maintain independence
Emphysema, a destructive lung de.
order, reduces the body's ability to
extract oxygen from the air Although
not curable, it is treatable, using sup
plemental oxygen and drug therapy
DEAR DR (;OTT I'm :12 and in
good health according to my doctor
yet I experience ectopic heartbeats
I've noticed multiple. occurrences and
am concerned
DEAR READER Ectopic (extra.
heartbeats are exceedingly common
in people of all ages and do not neees
sarily reflect heart disease, partici'
larly in a healthy person your age
Ectopic beats are often caused by
stimulants such as caffeine.. nico
tine, anxiety, fatigue. and stress They
may appear for several days, worsen
and then disappear
In order to confirm my favorable
prognosis of your condition, ask your
doctor to obtain a Bolter monitor
This 24-hour cardiogram will record
every heartbeat At the conclusion of
the test. the tape recording is ana
lyied by a computer Unusual or
irregular patterns are then printed
out, so that your doctor can analy7e
them to determine their nature and
frequency
... Ectopic beats in healthy middle
aged adults are ordinarily harmless
although, of
and can be ignored
course, you'd want to address any fac
tor in your life that triggers or wors
ens these. beats, if they concern you
Your doctor can advise you
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Lackey supporters to host reception

DEATHS
Lawrence Ellis Wiley

Theodore Leonard Vaughn

Lawrence Ellis Wiley, 80, Rt. I, Murray, died Monday at 10:30
p.m. at Long lerm Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired painter from Murray State University. he was a member of
West Fork Baptist Church.
He was married Aug. 11, 1939, to the former Reba Estelle Coursey
v.ho died Nov. 16, 1988. One daughter, Mrs. Phyllis Emerson, died
July 19, 1991.
Born Aug. 11, 1913, at Harlan, he was the son of the late Ed Wiley
and Fannie Bell Dylcs Wiley.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Wanda Roselle Andrade and
husband, Richard, Casa Grande, Anz., and Mrs. Martha Sue Blakely
and husband, Billy, Rt. I, Murray; one son, the Rev. Bob Wiley and
wife. Cindy, Rt. 3. Benton; a son-in-law, Bobby Emerson, Murray;
seven grandchildren. Mitch and Mike Henson. Debbie Lampkins,
Tammie Fields, Matthew and Lacinda Wiley. and Josh Emerson; six
great-grandchildren, Bobby. Tiffany and Randy Henson, DeAnna and
DeLisha Lampkins, and Blake Fields.
Also surviving are two sisters, Mrs. Ilah Roselle Blevins. Louisa,
and Mrs. Mary Inez Dean. Ashland; six brothers, Jim Wiley, Argillite,
Chester Wiley, Caulesburg, Paul Edd Wiley and Tom Wiley, Seattle.
Wash., Woodrow Wiley, Spnngfield, Ohio, and Frank Wiley, Louisa
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and burial
arrangements.

Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Parker Owen
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Parker Owen, 86. Clearbrook, Va., formerly of
Rt. 6, Murray. died Monday at 12:20 p.m. at Winchester Medical Center, Winchester, Va.
She was married Sept. 14, 1935. to Amon W. Owen who died Aug.
4, 1993. One son, Wells Parker Owen, also preceded her in death.
Born Sept. 14, 1907, in Murray, she was the daughter of the late
- Thomas C. Parker and Laura 0. Hutchins Parker.
Mrs. Owen was a member of Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Survivors include a daughter-in-law. Mrs. Elizabeth Owen, Clear:
brook:, one, brother, Robus Parker, Harlan; one grandchild. Darlene
Regan; one great-grandchild, Catlin Regan.
Services will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. David Brasher officiated. Burial will follow
in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 7 to 9 p.m. Thursday.

Joe Pat Treas
The funeral for Joe Pat Treas is today at I p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Max Anderson is officiating.
Burial will follow in New Zion Cemetery in Marshall County.
Mr, Tress, 65. Rt. I. Kirksey, died Saturday at Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Barbara Lofton Treas; one daughter, Mrs. Vickie Driver, Benton; one son, Jimmie Lee Treas, Kirksey;
one sister, Mrs. Edna Proctor, 'Benton; one brother, Dan Treas,
Mobile, Ala.; five grandchildren.

Mrs. Juanita
Haynes
Final rites for Mrs. Juanita
Haynes were Monday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Milner and Orr
Funeral Home, Wickliffe. Jess
Reno and Claudia Polsgrove
officiated.
Burial was in Wickliffe
Cemetery.
Mrs. Haynes, 67, Wickliffe,
died Saturday at 4:25 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah.
Survivors include her husband,
William Ray Haynes; three sons,
Lonnie Gay, Wickliffe, David
Morris, Peoria, Ill., and Michael
W. Morris. Murray; two sisters,
Mrs. Brownie Hinkle and Mrs.
Thelma Adams, and one brother,
James Campbell, all of Wickliffe:
eight grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

Robert L. Norman
Services for Robert L. Norman
were Monday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home.
Lake Riley officiated.
Burial was in Bethlehem
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Mr. Norman, 78, Benton, died
Friday at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Ploma Rose Norman; one
daughter. Mrs. Paula Jan Scott,
Benton; three sons, Steve Norman. Benton, Gene Norman.
Almo, and Harold Glenn Norman, Gilbensville; one stepson.
Larry Cole, Rock Island, 111.; one
sister, Mrs. Mammic Jewell Newman, Detroit, Mich.; II grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren; three stepgrand ,
children;
five
stepgreat-grandchildren.

A memonal service for Theodore Leonard Vaughn skill be tonight
ITuesday) at 7 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. The Rev. Andre
Trevathan will officiate.
VISIlaUlan will begin at 5 p.m in the pansh hall of the church prior
to the service.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be made to St.
John's Episcopal Church. the Nature Conservancy, or the Effie and
Leonard Vaughn Memorial Scholarship Fund at Murray State
University.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Vaughn, 57, Murray, died Sunday at 12:30 a.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah. The body was cremated.
Survivors include his wife. Margaret Vaughn; two sons. Gregory
Leonard Vaughn and wife, Renee, Norcross, Ga., and Kevin McMoniglc Vaughn and wife, Kathenne, West Chicago, Ill.; one daughter,
Alison Wallace LeGrone and husband, Philip. Vestavia Hills. Ala.:
one sister, Carolyn V. lsenhower and husband, W. Stine, Conover.
N.C.; one granddaughter, Elizabeth Abigael Vaughn, West Chicago.

Ed department receives grant
The deparunent of elementary
and secondary education at Murray
State University has been awarded a
$4.800 grant by the Kentucky Cabinet for Human Resources for the
School Age Child Care Resource
Center located on the Murray State
campus in Wells Hall.
The purpose of the grant is to
provide resource and referral activities related to the dependent care for
school-age children, said Sue Gifford, director of the resource center
and assistant professor in the
elementary arid secondary education department at Murray State.
The grant money' will go directly to
"assist in the development of resources for school-age child care
through recruitment and training of
providers," Gifford said. The training began November of 1993 and
will continue until June 30 of this
year.
Gifford emphasized the importance of this grant in allowing the
resource center to provide trained
care for the children, as well as
enabling them to "identify resources" for staff develpment, she said.
Murray State seeks external funding through the Office of Sponsored

Programs. During the period oi
Nov. I and Dec. 31, Murray' Stau:
personnel submitted 18 grant proposals to external funding sources for
a total request of S551,976. During
that same period. 12 proposals were
funded, bringing the Universits
$406,779.
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Parker Ford would like to welcome Joe E.
Thornton, the new body shop manager. Joe
has been in the auto repair business for 25
years. He owned and operated Thornton Body
Shop and Wrecker Service for 12 years.
Joe and his wife Marilyn, a customer
service representative at Murray Cablevision
live in Murray and have two children, LaJeanna Thornton and Jill Harried.
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Gene Miller Standing Tommy
Winker, Gwen* Jones. & Ricky Garland.
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• 30 Day Satisfaction Guaranteed.
• If for any reason you are not
completely satisfied (within 30
days of purchase) you can exchange the product or receive a
complete refund.

CD OWNERS!
Interest Rate
% Guaranteed
For One Year'
No Annual Fees!
(;oarsateed Return of
Multiple Income Features'.

Those attending the reception
w ill be able to speak one on one with
the catcltdare in an informal setting.
All interested panics are encour- •
aged to come
Lackey currently represents Cnttendert. Henderson, Livingston.
Lyon, Union and Webster Counties
as 4th DISLTICt Stale senator.
In his 10 years of legislative
experience. Lackey has served on
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the legislative committees of health
and welfarejudiciary and labor and
industry.
Lackey serves on Murray SLAW s
Journalism and Radio-TV Depan
ments Advisory Council

Large Selection of Milwaukee Tools on Hand

Investments Since 1854.

•

Supporters of 1st District Congressional Democrauc candidate
Henry Lackey will be hosting a
coffee reception on the campus of
Murray State University
Tlie reception will be held Feb
26 from 10 30 a.m. to noon in the
Curns Centers third floor con-
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